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Dear I'Tr. Farias:
We are pleased to transmit our Phase III report for
fiscal year 1975 of the Kohala T:iater Resource rlanagement
and Develop~ent Plan. In preparing this report we have
paid partic~lar attention to the problems of maintaining
and operating the Kohala Ditch effectively with respect
to supply and demand.
The 900 foot horizontal drill hole and the computer
model developed for management analysis represe~t firsts
for the State of Hawaii and we are proud to have assisted
the Task Force in these accomplishments. ~1e feel that
the information contained in this report will materially
aid the Task Force in its efforts at Kohala.
Sincerely,
F. I'-'II!~K
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Phase III of the Kohala :':ater ~eso"...U'c8s I~~anagem.ent
and Development Plan was initiated dlrring fiscal year 1975.
As described in the Phase II report~ t~is phase is intended
to span the impleme~tation of specific projects and
activities related to the establishment of an expanding
irrigation water program. The pri8arJ objective of the
first year of Phase III has been the systematic evaluation
of the Kohala Ditch between Pololu and the point of origin
at Waikaloa stream. Activities consisted of:
1. Detailed field evaluation and description of
tunnels, intakes and flumes.
2. Detailed hydrologic analysis of flows to the
ditch.
3. Exploration drilling for high level groundwater
in Honokane nui valley.
During the course of investigations, it became evident
that analyses of the ditch system as related to flows,
improvements and demand were difficult to interpret. A
computer model was developed to compare supply and demand
thus permitting rapid evalua~ion of flows. This ~odel was
particularly helpful in evaluating the effectiveness of
the Awini section of the ditch and establishing the impact
of storage on r;:taintainin~ varioi~s 18'/e15 of low .:'10\'/.
:iith the submission of tnis report, 0he ~ask Force
should be well equipped char.ge of
wa~er useage from sugar :-,0 diversified .:>.;ricultu.re.
RECQT·l!:12NDATIONS FOR FISChL TZAR 1976
With the s~bmission of this report plus the compre-
hensive Phase II report, the Kohala Task Force has access
to a thorough analysis of the situation facing the future
of agricultural water for Kohala. Future activities must
be devoted to the integration of demand to the deliveries
from, and the operation of, the Kohala Ditch. The ~anage­
ment model developed during the past year should be used
effectively in the ditch operations and agricultural opera-
tions. \fuile storage is not urgently needed at this time,
a continued exploratory drilling program is needed in
upper Honokane Nui canyon in order to locate adequate high
level dike storage to facilitate the anticipated reestablish-
ment of large scale irrigation in Kohala. Surface storage
should be evaluated and integrated into the system where
feasible.
Present water demand, and the foreseeable grov~h of that
demand~warrant a serious look at the future operation of
the !:.wini section of the KOhala Ditch. I'lodel analyses,
incorporated in this report, seriously question the value
of a substantial portio~ o£' thehdni section, particularly
in view of the presently co~itted agricultural activities.
It should be recognized that the .:1.\l/ini section should not
be abandoned but ~eriou3 consideration should be given to
~mothball~g" the portion from Honopue to Waikaloa.
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The Kohala ~'Iater ~esource If;anageoent and DeveLJpment
Plan was created as a dynamic a.ction prograw. to permit
economic flexibility. Future water activities and programs
undertaken by the Task ?orce should be plalli~ed and
instituted with the best knowledge available at the time.
The Task Force oust not permit the Water Plan to slip in
relation to its other responsibilities in North Kohala.
To this end, the consulting team recommends the following
program for the fiscal year 1976:
1. First 6 months
A. Irrigation Demand (Both present and planned)
1) Review and integrate projected demand
into computer model(s) and revise fore-
cast of supply accordingly.
2) Prepare (Based on above forecasts)
a) Plan for useage of Awini sec~ion
(To include possible fl mothba1ling lT )
b) Economic analysis and plan of
operations of Kohala Ditch on a
year by year projection of supply
"IS derr:.and
3) Prepare detailed analysis and plan for
useage of and iwprovements to the primary
distribution syste~ fro~ the ditc~ to
the 'lser.
B. Kohala Ditch Co~pany
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Prepere a detailed eval~ation of Ditch
Co:npany with respect to ow-nership,
management and maintenance as recomoended
in Phase II report.
C. Exploration Program
1) Prepare detailed plans for trail improve-
ment in upper Honokane Valley.
2) Select site(s) for additional horizontal
drill hole(s).
3) Select site for temporary base camp for
trail construction and drilling activity.
4) Prepare specifications for trail con-
struction and drilling.
5) Let bids.
2. Second 6 months
A. Exploration program
1) Commence trail improvements in upper
Honokane Nui
2) Commence drilling (may overlap into
7Y 1977).
B. Kohala Ditch
1) Commence changes to Awini section
2) Design improvements to intake dam
in Honokane Irui
3) Commence i:nprovements to d~tch and primary
transmission (laulii to Puakea)
-4-
In order for the Task Force to maintain an ord~rly
progression of the ~ater Pla~ it will be necessary to have
all water related activities closely coordin2ted with
other decisions of the Task 70rces such as new aJ,r~cultural
enterprises, increasing Gemand of existi~g basiness, pro-
jected layoffs, etc. It is recommended that the Task Force
be particularly cognizant of such coordination and pro-
gression in water planni~g.
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$40,808.00
5,230.00
.sXPLORA?O~Y D2ILLIiJG
On August 1, 1974, work was cO~~9nced on the preparation
of contract plans and specifications for exploratory drill-
ing. The plans and specifications were based on the preser-t
methods of dril:ing and currently available eq~ipment.
Contract plans and specifications are on file at the Department
of Land and Hatural Resources and the Department of Agri-
culture.
Advertising of bids for subject project commenced on
August 17, 1974 and bids were opened on September 3, 1974.
Continental Drilli~g Company was the sole bidder with the
follovling bid:
Basic Bid(General \'tork and
Exploratory Horizontal Test
Hole - Location 1, Site A)
Alternate "A" Bid(Communication System)
Alternate !TBIT Bid 15,140.50
(Exploratory Horizontal Test
Hole - Location 1., Site D)
Alternate "e a Bid(Exploratory Vertical Test
Holes - Location 2 and/or
and/or
15,473.25
"Location 2
Location 3
Based on the above bid, the Kohal? Task Force awarded
the Cor-tract to Continental Drilling. rotice to Proceed
dated October 15, 1974 was issued to Continental Drilling
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for work on Basic Bid andA~terI:.ate If A".
Stephen P. Bowles and AkiLaka ~ Associates, Ltd.
provided weekly to bi-monthly project inspections during
the progress of the work, reviewed and reco~llended approval
for all progress payment requests by the Contractor, reported
on the progress of the work by quarterly progress reports,
and based on the hydrologic and geologic findings, reco~~ended
additional exploratory work.
Work was completed on the exploratory drilling on
July 14, 1975. The total cost of the 900 ~oot deep horizontal
exploratory hole and 300 foot deep vertical exploratory
hole was $77,571.20.
Horizontal Drill Hole
As recommended in the Phase II study, a horizontal drill
hole was constructed in order to explore for a suspected
high level dike compartment behind Sproat Falls. The location
of the drill hole is shown in Map 1. A large trachyte dike
of the Hawi volcanic series crosses Honokane Nui belo1'l the
diversion dam for pump #1, disappears into the pali beneath
the Awini penstock and reappears in the cliff face by Awini
Falls. Various prejections of this dike implied that the
dike might continue up the valley i'lithin the pali and nearly
parallel to the cliff face.
Because of the pereI"'Jlial and cor:stant discharge of
springs some 500 feet above the canyon floer supplying Sproat
Falls, it was suspected that these springs ~ght represent
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overflow from a major storage compartment within the pali
and cor£ined by tha trachyte dike. The purpose of the drill
hole was to determine whether such a compartment could be
located and developed within reasonable economic constraints.
A horizontal drill hole up to 1000 feet in length was
relatively inexpensive when compared with an exploratory
tunnel and much simpler to accomplish.
Details of the construction are contaL~ed elsewhere in
this report and also within progress reports filed during the
course of construction. The hole was successfully drilled
to a depth of 900 feet and represented the first major attempt
at horizontal drilling in Hawaii. No significant water flow
was encountered and there was no evidence of dikes or faults
either in the drillers reports or in the core samples which
were taken continuously during drilling. Several minor ash
beds were intersected during the drilling, however, the
major rocks were pahoehoe lavas which had a high porosity
and were thin bedded. Such lavas are typical of the lavas
found in Honokane r;-ui valley.
The drill hole demonstrated that, if the trachyte dike
compartmentalizes significant high level storage, such storage
is located deep within the canyon face and the exploration
and developme~t of such storage would represer.t a relatively
expensive and high risk llildertaking.
Figure A is a detailed drawing of the horizontal hole
as constructed. The hole was closed eff with a discarded
c·
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valve should it ever be deemed appropr~ate to reenter and
drill the hole deeper. Directional s~reys were taken
every 50 feet d~ir.g constr~ction and this data is listed
in Table a.
Vertical Test nole
FollowL~g completion "of the horizontal drilling, the
explorato~J activity shifted across the valley to the site
marked in Hap 1. The purpose of tbis vertical hole ,,,as to
determine the characteristics of the high level dike com-
partments situated immediately beneath the valley floor.
Preliminary field investigations indicated that high level
grour.dwater was moving towards Honokane Nui stream and dis-
charging into the stream. Evidence of minor springs and
seeps located just upstream of the two parallel dikes which
disappear in the pali face at Sproat Falls (~~p 1) seemed
to be clear evidence that the compartment was saturated up
to and probably above the stream level.
The vertical hole was designed to determine:
1. the type of aquifer material
2. the water levels enco~Dtered during drilling
3- the yield of the aquifer
Also considered was the potential of drilling production wells
for pumping stored water into the stream during dry weather
as a means of augmenting ditch flow.
Aquifer material consis0ed of thin bedded pahoehoe
lavas with a tigh porosity and moderate permeaJility_ Several
-9-
DIRECTIONAL SURVEY FOR DETEFMINING
TIlE INCLINATIOlJ AND DIRECEON OF THE E;~P~ORATORY
HORIZONTP~ DRILL HOLE [SING THE r~JARI
BORE - HOLE SURVEYING INSTRUHENT
Location 1, Site A (HOLE "A")
Depth of Hole Date
Survey Taken (Ft) Inclination Direction Survey Taken
0 2° Up N 86° E Oct. 22, 1974
50 3° Up S 94° E Oct. 23, 1974
100 3° Up S 1040 E Oct. 25, 1974
150 2° Up S 96° E Oct. 28, 1974
150 Reading No Good Reading No Good Nov. 11, 1974
150 3° Down S 90° E Nov. 13, 1974
200 3° Down S 90° E Nov. 15, 1974
250 4° Down S 95° E Nov. 22, 1974
300 3° Down S 93° E Nov. 22, 1974
400 3° Up S 93° E Dec. 6, 1974
450 ~ Up S 94° E March 25, 1975
500 1° Up S 94\° E March 26, 1975
550 1° Up S 94~0 E March 27, 1975
600 1° Up S 95° E March 27, 1975
650 1° Up S 95° E March 27, 1975
700 1° Up S 95° E March 27, 1975
750 1° Up S 95° E March 28, 1975
800 Level S 94° E March 29, 1975
850 1° Down S 95° E March 31, 1975
900 1° Down S 94° E April 1, 1975
TABLE a
thin ash beds were encountered but were of little hydrologic
signllicance. i-jeathering of the bedrock extended to 20 or
30 feet below tbe ground surface. Cores were taken con-
tinuously although the brittle porous pahoehoe caused
relatively poor core recovery.
The initial water level was about 1 foot below ground
surface. A permanent 5 inch casing was set at 80 feet
followed by a temporary rnv casing set to a depth of 125
feet. l,rr open hole was drilled to a depth of 300 feet.
The water level, taken by shutting in the ~~l casing, was
about five feet above the ground surface. ~he IfJ casing
was subsequently pulled and the 5 inch casing was shut in
resulting in a duplication of water level taken with the
tn1 casing in place. vllien allowed to free flow the discharge
was measured at 2.5 gpm.
A series of pumping tests were run. Test results
indicated that wells with yields of up to 700 gpm (1 mgd)
could be constructed. A controlled aquifer test was performed
to determine coefficients of yield and storage for further
feasibility evaluations. Table ~ lists the data collected
from the aquifer test. Interpretation of the results is
contained later in the report.
Figure A shows the as built dimensions of the well.
Appropriate stone work and valvin5 were installed to p~otect
the well and per~it further testing should it be necessary.
\'ihile the e.:...}>loration work during Phase III activities
has provided clarification of the high level g~oundwater
-10-
WATER LEVEL IN VERTICAL EXPLORAWRY DRILL HOLE
LOCATION 3 ,ITPE "A" HOLE
DURING AQUIFER TEST
JULY 11, 1975
TIME
SINCE PUMPING
BEGAN
(MIN. )
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
DRAWDOWN
( FT. -IN. )
WATER LEVEL
TO TOP OF
CASING
o
4' - 4"
5' - 7"
5' - 9~"
6' - 5 3/4"
6' - 11~"
7' - 2"
7' - 4~"
8' - 2 3/4"
9' - 0"
8' - 11"
10' - 3~"
II' - 0"
II' - 10"
12' - 3~"
13' 4"
14' - 5"
IS' - 2"
IS' - 9"
TIME W
FILL 55
GAL. DRUM
(SEC. )
48.5
48.2
48.0
49.2
50.0
49.5
48.6
49.4
REMARKS
PRESENT: Continental Drilling Co.
Darry 1 McCleery
Henry Featheran
Pua Raymond
Akinaka & Associates, Ltd.
Robert Y. Akinaka
WEATHER: Early morning cloudy
Rest of day - clear and
sun"ny
PUMP: Berkeley Submersible Pump
(See Enclosed Pump Brochure)
1) Discharge pipe - 2~" 1.D.
w/2" Gate Valve
2) Pump setting @ 60' below
top of 5" 1.D. casing
(Bottom of 5" I.D. casing
@ 85' )
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS:
1) Wire Conductor Type Water
Level Indicator and 12 Ft.
Tape
2) Stop Watch (115 second)
3) 55 Gallon Drum
PUMP TEST BEGAN @ 7:05 A.M.
NOTE: First 10 Drawdown Readings
(First 10 minutes) was
Measured By Wire Conductor
Water Level Indicator and
By 12 Ft. Tape Measure.
TABLE b
WATER LEVEL IN VERTICAL EXPLORATORY DRILL HOLE
LOCATION 3. TYPE "A" !-lOLE
DURING AQUIFER TEST
JULY 11, 1975
TIME
SINCE PUMPING
BEGAN
(MIN. )
DRAWDmm
(FT. - IN. )
WATER LEVEL
1D TOP OF
CASING
TIME 1D
FILL 55
GAL. DRUM
(SEC. ) REMARKS
90 16 ' _ 9" 49.0
100 17 ' _ 0" 48.6
110 17'
-
5" 48.0
120 17'
-
8" 47.0
130 17'
- 10~" 47.0
140 18'
- 1~" 47.5
150 18'
- 1~" 47.2
160 18'
- 3" 47.2
170 18'
- 6~" 47.5
180 18'
-
6~" 47.8
190 18' 5" 48.5
200 18'
- 3" 48.8
210 18'
- 3" 49.2
220 18'
- 2" 49.0
230 18' - 5~" 49.2
240 18'
- 3" 49.0
AVE. = 48.4
SEC.
AVE. = 68.2
GPM
2'- - TABLE b
WAlER LEVEL IN VERTICAL EXPLORAIDRY DRILL HOLE
LOCATIO:l 3, rIPE "A" nOLE
DURING AQUIFER TEST
JULY 11, 1975
TIME RECOVERY
RECOVERY ( FT. - IN. )
BEGAN WAlER LEVEL ro IDP
(MIN. ) OF CASING REMARKS
0 18'
-
3" RECOVERY TEST BEGAN AT
APPROXIMATELY 11 :05 A.M.
1 13' - 0"
2 12'
-
kIt
'"
3 11'
-
2"
4 10'
-
10 "
5 10'
- 3~"
6 9'
-
11"
7 9' - 6"
8 9'
-
1"
9 8'
- 9"
10 8'
- 5~"
15 7' - 0"
20 5 ' - 9"
25 4' 9~"
30 3' - 10 "
40 2'
-
8"
50 I'
-
8"
60 0'
-
11"
70 0'
- 4t"
77 0' - ~"
79 0' - 0" FULL RECOVERY
-3- TAELE b
storage in Honokane IIui, more explorat'ory mapping and drilling
is needed farther up the valley. r;o work was conducted
on the Koelling ':runnel as the trails 'i'Jere found to be unsafe
without added improvements. horizontal drilling in the
valley floor belovl the tunnel remains a distinct possibility
for storage release particularly as a result of the successful
drilling during this stage of work.
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DRILL SITE
5" FLOWING EXPORATORY WELL
70 GPM PUMP TEST DISCHARGE
COMPLETED HOLE WITH
APPURTENANCES
EXPLORATORY VERTICAL DRILLING
(LOCATION 3, HOLE TYPE "A")
PRESBNT CONDITIOII OF EXISTn:G STRUCTURES Ii'; THZ A\'I1Nr SEC7ION
A three day field trip was made (February 19 - 21,
1975) to document and evaluate struct~es and facilities
in Awini section of the Kohala Ditch. The field trip was
made possible by the Kohala Ditch Company. The route of
the field trip by mules was along the ~akai trail (Pololu-
Honokane Nui-Honokane Iki) to the Awir.i Ditchmen's house,
thence along the mule trail which follows the ditch system
to its source, the Waikaloa intakes. (See Map 2)
Existing structures were identified during the field
trip. The transmission system consists of intakes, tunnels,
rlumes, and adits. In addition, the supporting structures
include (1) mules trails, (2) foot trails to transmission
structures, and (3) Ditchmen's houses.
Intakes
Deductions concerning flows from the Awini Section are
based on the 1928-60 record, a period when the system was
presumably maintained in the best achievable state. But
even under optimum naintenance, alluvium and trash accumulate
in the collection pools behind the small retaining dams,
at the intake, and in the tunnels after heavy rains. To
keep the collection and transmissj_on system in efficient
working order a great deal of maintenance has to be practiced.
Without it the collection pools fill to the rim with bed
load alluvium causing the moderate and even sOwe low flows
to escape. The alluvi~ reduces the open cross-section of
the intakes, trash collects a~ainst the grating, and debris
-12-
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passes into the tunnels and flumes, reducin0 their carryi~g
capacities. All of these conditions prevail today, now
that attention to the sector has waned. (See photos of intake
structures) •
The transmission turillel lies at an elevatior- where the
slope of the streacs change from moderate to steep. The
stream channels are cut dir.ectly into bedrock and under
natural conditions erosional debris can find no s~able
resting sites, but when a deep pool is created by constructing
a small artificial dam, a fairly stable alluvial trap forms.
Once in the trap the alluvium, normally composed of the size
range sand to boulders, must be removed by maintenance crews.
However, it may be possible to retard deposition of alluvium
behind the dams by constructing sediment traps upstream.
Eventually these too would have to be cleaned, but for long
intervals more flows \0 uld be diverted to the intakes and
the tunnels, and the t~~nels and flumes would be able to
run full.
The intakes were designed for small streams so that.
when their basal portions are jammed with alluviu~ they
probably cannot accept much more th~n the low flows. The
normal intake instructure consists of a recta!'lgular frame
0.5 to 1 foot high and 1.5 to 2 feet wide holding several
strong vertical iron bars. The largest intake structlrre
seen during field observation is on K~ilikc.l.lla S-cream where
the rectangular frame is 3 by 3 fe~t, capable of a~ceptin6
a f10,,1 of 31 I·TGD under a 1 ft. drop in heac. On \·Jaikaloa
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Stream the frame is also large, 4 by 1.5 feet, capable of
takL71g 24 ~·~GD. Through many of the int2kes less than 5
MGD will flow ~71der a one foot head differential. The
intakes are therefore a serioas co~straint on the aOOW!t
of water the system could collect.
Intake dimensions were meas~ed where accessible during
the field inspection, and theoretical collection capacities
were computed. The capacities and the fraction of flows,
as derived from volume duration curves, they are able to
include are as follows (includes only those intakes whose
dimensions were measured):
Intake
Stream Capacity (:,:GD)
Waikaloa R. Br. 24
Waikaloa L. Br. 3
Waiapuka 11
Kamoloumi 11
Nakookoo R. Br. 5
Oniu 7
Honopue 2nd R. B::-. 2
Kailikaula 31
Honokea 2nd R. Br. 7
Honokea L. Br. 6
~'laipubi 2
Honokane Iki ..., Br • 12...u.
%Flow Contributed
by Q = Capacity
65%
55
75
90
45
80
85
85
70
30
40
60
-1.+-
The comparisons are rough because of the approximate
nature of the calculations, but nevertnele~ss they indicate
the constrair.t the intakes impose on collected flow. Some
streams, such as Eamaloumi, 2nd ~. Br. Hor.op~e, Oniu and
Kailikaula J have quite effective i:ltake diI:le:l.sions, ...·:hile
~hers, especially the L. 3r. Honokea, ~iliich is the main
stem of the strea!:l, are not efficient collectors for
the volume of available water. Should the ~wini Sector
be continued, ~any of the intakes must be redesigned and
re-built.
Tunnels
The tunnels are in reasonably good condition, but
alluvium has been accumulatir.g in recent years because
sluicing to keep the floor free of debris has been dis-
continued. Alluvium buildup reduces the capacity of the
t~nel and could also damage flumes when it is rolled along
with high flows. If the sys~em is to be mothballed at
this time, the tunnels should be closed off from the intakes
to prevent further alluvial accumulation.
7he tunnel capacities, based upon ~r2cu3ted depth of
flows and 5 ft. wide turL~els, were computed. (See T~ble c)
Flumes
The other compone~t of the transmission system, flumes,
in many ways prOVides the most critical cor:s~raint on total
flovi. Prior to the mid 1960 t 3 the stou:darc. dia:rleter of the
fltLues was 34 inches, capable of t.ral1sportir.~ up to 50 =·~GD,
!nore flow than even the t.1.lr-L.:.el. ~~epl~c·:'me:l~s ~-;e.re i.2ds
with standard 60 inch diar..leter :121f rouI1C flwrres I,hose
-15-
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SUBJECT~ACITY OF ROCI~-CUT TtJ1l:mL .\::T> DITCl!, KOHALA DITCH (/\~mn SECTIO:-U CliP. Cl~EJ) BY SmmT OF SliTS
FLU/IE LOCI\TI Oil Lm:GTII SECTl')N SIZE HATERI,\L f) 0 n S Z h Vn dtl
r;o. (ft) (w:n) (rFS) (:0 (II: V) (ft) (fpa) (f t)
TYPICAL TUII:lEL & DITClI RECT 5X6 ROClC-CUT 1,210 1.8724 .035 .1000 .00 5.0n .74 .50
,
" RECT " " 3.467 5.3641 .015 .10nO .00 5.00 1.1)7 l.nO
.. REeT " .. 6.23/1 9.6455 .035 .1000 .00 5.00 1.28 1.50
.. RECT " .. 9. :)10 14.4030 .035 .1000 .00 5.0n 1.44 :.!.')O
"
REel " " 12.533 19.47/15 .035 .1000 .00 5.0n 1.55· . 2.50
" RECT "
It 16.008 24.7651 .035 .1000 .00 5.00 1.65 3.00
.. IU:CT It It 19.531 30.2152 .035 .1000 .00 s.no 1.72 3.50
" RECT " " 23.132 35.7351 .035 .1000 .00 5.00 1.78 4.00
.. REeT It " 26.792 41, 4479 .035 .1000 .00 5.00 1.84 4.50
.. R~CT " " 30,1,99 47.11l34 .035 .1000 .00 5.00 1.83 5.00
" RECT .. " 1'1.245 52.9775 .035 .1000 .00 5.00 1.92 5.~0
" RECT " .. 3J3.n21 sn.8193 .035 .1000 .00 5.00 1.96 .6.00.-
M
~
r-' \, T'fP/C:AL. TUt.u.1E.1. ':;':;:c..TIONtxt
"~
(') ii t t:~T. Il'" 0.0::;5 ( Sec V·T. CUDW, OPt:"..) CIJA-.:N£L !-IYN.cAlI\.Ir-S
'l:' . -- . )
- ~, 115'i, p. 120)
" I:' b"; 5' ~~
capacity is no :nore than 35 :,~GD, about t.ile same as the
tunnel. A critically limit~r.g replacement was made in
Oniu 6~ch where two 18 inch pipes took the place of an
open fluIJe. (3ee ':'able d) '2."he comiJined flcv: of the pipes
d h .. . ~ r 1 ", . 6 "GD dun er t e transmJ.ssl.On~radlent 0... u ....;; 1.S 5 - h', an
thus nost of the flow from \'laikaloa, ',Jaiapuka, Kamoloumi,
11akookoo, and Ohiahuea, the largest stream in the ent~e
Awini Sector, is lost to the system. Certainly if the
Sector is to be maintained, this constraint must be eliminated.
The April 1973 Kohala Corp. Inventory in the appendix
of the Phase I Report by Stephen Bowles was updated by
the February 1975 field trip. (See Table e)
Adits
During the field investigation, several adits were
identified. SOfie of the adits were only three feet above
the tunnel floor, thus allowing the flows to spill. In
improving the transmission capacity of the tunnels, further
field investigation oust be conducted to identify all
adits with this characteristic. Also, if the mule trail
is to be open to the public, the adits should have grill
work installed at their en~rances to preve~t hikers from
entering the adits.
l{ule Trails
In general, the mule trails are in good condition and
have beeL :naintained by the Kohala Ditch Co~pany, ~eing
the or~y access to the ditch system. There was evidence
of minor earthslides aLd trees falling on the trails
during field trips. The mule ~ridges that cross the deep
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AKDfAl~ & A.C;SOCI"TES. L'I'D.
CO!'JSULTHIG FJIGIIIEFRS
PROJECT PnASF. 1l I, NORTHKOIL~LA I~ATER RI':SOURC":SIW~A(;F1~Arm .nFVFLN'1 P.':NT STUDY' . ........... Jli\TE o HAY ·7. 1975' .. 0·0 0" I\Y 'RH" O' 0
SUR.lECT PIPE "AU S"CTION FLUlW. ("..N'.\CITIFS - AllEn ·SFcrION ........... ....... CIlECKEI> BY' . SIlEF.T· OF SliTS
--en • 0.011) - smooth metal pipe)
FLln1E LOCATION LF.:IGTIJ DIA.'fFTER HATERl:.\L Q Q n S Aw Vn dn
NO. (ft) (in) (JIron) (CFS) (%) (SII ft) (fps) (ft)
1 IlAIAI' UJ(A 39(e) 42(e) ARlICO 13.:167 20.6801 .010 .10no 4.81 4.29 1. 75
2 KAJ10 LOUJH 43 (e) 42(m)
" 13.367 20.(;801 ./)10 .10/)f) 4.'Jl 4.29 1. 75
J ~\K001:0 (EAST HAe~ BR) 53(e) 60(m) " J4 .604 53.5134 ./)10 .1000 9.81 5.45 2.50
4 NAKOI11(1) (ImST BR) 25.5(e) 60(e) " 34.604 53.5134 .010 .10no 9.81 5.45 2.50
5 OIllAHUEA JO(e) 60(e) " 34.604 53.5134 .Oto .1000 9.81 5.45 ?.50
5058 6oC:+
6 ONW (2 - 18" pipUB) \ 29 (e) 18(m) " ~ ~ .010 .10no 1. 76 2.4fl 1.50
1 1I0NOPIlF. (1ST EMiT SR) 47.5(c) 6t)(1ll) .. 34.604 53.511/1 .010 .1000 Cl.81 5.45 2.50
8 HOllorUE (HAlH BR) 36(e) 60(e) " 34.60/1 51S114 .010 .IOOO I).RI 5.4"i 2.50
I/) )lOIIOI:.\NF lKI (EAST) 39(e) 60(e) " 34.604 53.533/1 .fl10 .10(1) Cl.R1 5.45 2.50
PROJECT PIIASE: Ill, :"lORT" KnrlALA'~ATIR REsoURC2S 'IfA~AGFlfE!T!' Al'IDD1!VT:LOPIm:l STlffiv 000· 000" ° 0 ° ° 00. ° 0 ° nAT¥.' 'MAT 7 i 1975' . BY . 0 RY.'. .
SUnJECT RJ'.:;:.•:.::CT~A:.:.:r::;;.Y.:.:.:,"~LAR~..:..S.:.:.F.~C..:.TI~O.:.:.!l:...::..FL:::.;UJ::.:.'.:.:.lE;....:;:CAI'~A~C..:.IT.:..I~f...:.;S:...--...:A~'?~I..;,'l.:..t .,.:'S.:.:.I'~CT~tO:::,;.N~ · _00'.'_0_0_0_0"_°_0...._.'_'_'_0_._.'_0_°_0_"'_0_'_0_._0~C1!ECKED ~y_._._0__SHERT,_'_'_........;OF_·__-:SIITS
nlll!E LOCATIon
NO.
9 RO~EA (MArl BR)
U::IGTI! Sr:CTTOH SUR liA~RIAL
(ft)
54 (e) RECT 4·X5' ee) mOD
I'!
Otr.D)
55.042
Q
(CPS)
85.1508
D
.014
9
(%)
.1000
Z
(lIIV)
.00
h
(ft)
4.00
Vn
(fps)
4.25
dn
(ft)
5.00
~ tmrE: 1. (e) - ESTIllATEJ)
~ (Ill) - t1EASURCD m FIELD 2/24-26/75
0.

valleys, i.e. Ohiahuea and Honopue, are quite old and should
be inspected regularly (see photo). Any major improvements
to the Awini Section of the ditch system should include
construction of new mule and foot brid~es to assure the
continued safety of the trail system.
Foot Trails
The foot trails covered in this section refers to the
access routes from the mule trail to the intakes, tunnels,
and flumes. In general, these trails were over-grown with
vegetation during the February, 1975 field trip and do
require a higher maintenance level than do the mule trails.
Some of these trails are quite dangerous for the inex-
perienced as well as the experienced hiker, e.g. Ohiahuea
trail to intake and flume Honopue (r.Iain Branch) trail to
intake and flume Nakookoo (West Branch) trail to fl~~e. The
Kohala Ditch Company has attracted by necessity only sure-
footed personnel over the years. The more dangerous trails
will have to be made safer for continued operation. A
steel, or cable hand rail cable system anchored to the
near vertical walls should be installed. The foot trails
along the canyon walls should also be made wider where
possible.
Ditchments Houses
The Kohala Ditch COID?any has three sites for lodging
of' their ditchmen when ~;orking on the !....wini and Honokane
Nui Section of the ditch. (2 Honokane :Iui cabil:.s, Awini
Cabin, and Ka~~ini Cabin on the Honopue Valley ridgeline).
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All four cabins are in very good condition and ~ave been
well maintained by the Ditch Co~pany.
The houses should be co~tinued at their high maintenance
level if the Awir.i ditch operations are to be continued.
In addition, these cabins should be secured from vandalism.
Reg'J.ired :!ainte::ance .... h -, . .....OI tle .GXlSt"lr12.; StrLlctures
One of the important observations of the field trip
is the required high maintenance of the intake structures
and the need to keep the dam intakes clear of alluvium
bedload and to sluice the intakes, tUllilels and flwnes to
more fully utilize the existing ditch capacity.
To maintain the "back country" ditch system, i.e~
Honokane r;ui and Awini sections, a minimum of four experienced.
ditchrnen is recommended. In support of the ditchmen and
to provide some safety, it is reco~~ended that a radio grid
system be established in the llback country.Tf In general,
the radio communication system set up for the Phase III
exploratory drilling was successful and provided for efficient
drilling operations and safety of personnel. The field trip
emphasized the value of the m~es as a means of tr~~,sportation
for men and supplies. As lor:g as the Awini, Honokane fiui,
and Pololu systems are being operated and maintained, the
necessary number of ~iles should be included in the ditch
operation.
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BEGIN KOHALA DITCH
WAIAKALOA EAST BRANCH INTAKE
KOLEALlILII INTAKE
STREAM INTAKE INTO TUNNEL DAM STRUCTURE
CLOGGED WAIAPUKA INTAKE
AND ADJACENT MULE TRAIL
i· .,i-
~~~~
BEFORE AND AFTER CLEANING
MAIN (WEST) HONOKEA INTAKE
CLEANING 2ND RIGHT BRANCH (EAST)
HONOKEA INTAKE BY KOHALA DITCH DITCHMAN
1ST RIGHT BRANCH (EAST)
HONOKEA INTAKE AFTER
CLEANING OF INTAKE
TYPICAL STEEL FLUME WITH REDWOOD FRAMING
AWINI SECTION
KAMOLOUMI FLUME (KC FLUME NO.2)
FLOW CONSTRAINT IN AWINI SYSTEM
ONIU FLUME (KC FLUME NO.6)
2 - 18" DIAMETER STEEL PIPE FLUME
UNCLOGGED KAILIKAULA INTAKE
MOST EFFICIENT INTAKE DUE TO
NATURAL UPSTREAM SEDIMENT TRAP BASIN
TYPICAL ADIT
(ACCESS TO TUNNEL)
OLD HONOPUE MULE BRIDGE
NARROW FLUME FOOT TRAIL TO KOLEALlILII INTAKE
KAUKINI CABIN OVERLOOKING HONOPUE VALLEY
FEBRUARY 1975
AWINI CABIN
FEBRUARY 1975
HONOKANE CABINS
JULY 1974
STOCHASTIC OuT?:JT C? S~JEF ACZ -.lATE? ~O Tfi3
AGRICJL':':JRtlL RZ:}rCI\I FROi~I TH2 t~O:-l.';'LA DI~CH SY3TZ~··"
AS :·2A.SUR2D AT U.S.G.S. GAG:2; 7510 IN FOLOLU
The statistical characteristics of flow passing
U.S.G.S. Gage 7510 in Pololu Valley have already been
documented to some extent in the Phase II report. In that
report monthly flow duration curves are given as well as
low flow frequency curves. The flow duration curves show
that monthly flows are essentially normally distributed.
The flow at Gage 7510 may be treated as the input to
the KOhala agricultural region from the portion of the
Ditch system composed of the major sectors of Awini and
East Honokane Nui, and the lesser sectors of East and West
Honokane Iki, West Honokane NUi, and Pololu. The period
of record analyzed extends from 1928 through 1960 (33 years),
a time during which it is reasonable to assume that the
Ditch System was maintained at a high level of efficiency
because the plantation was relatively stable. In recent
years the system has been allowed to deteriorate from
benign neglect as the plantation diminished its operations.
Three approaches are used to exhibit the stochastic
nature of flow past Gage 7510. The first is the historic-
al record of flows by months and its reduction to monthly
deficits or s~pluses as computed from a demand model.
The second is a percentile deficit-surplus model ~hich
shows tbe probability of either a deficit or surplus for
each month when related to the dewand model. ?he third
is a silli~lation ~odcl \~hich ~eLe~3tes new serislly co~nected
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flows from the statistics of the historical record. The
first ~odel, called the historical ~odel, illu~t~ates the
variability of flows when there is r-o storage capacity
available to augment them; from this model the storage
capacity required to satisfy the de~and model can be de-
rived. The second model, called the percentile model,
gives the probability of flows by month in 5~ frequency
intervals and the deficits or surpluses associated i~ith
the demand model. The flow data is actually a digital
expression of information already included in the flow
duration curves. The third mOdel, called the synthetic
hydrology model, extends the historical record by simulating
100 years of monthly flows so that drought characteristics
may be evaluated. This model indicates that the 33 year
historical record already includes the worst expectable
100 year flow characteristics.
In addition to these models, estimates of needed
hypothetical storage capacity based on evaluation of the
cumulative departures from the mean demand are made for
fixed monthly de~ands. fo matter how it is determined,
whether by the simulation model or the historical model,
the required storage capacity to guarantee a~ric~tural
demand is substanti21. The de~and deficits can be satis-
fied with p~~ped groundwater, from reservoirs, or possibly
from high level di~e ~r3ter. The first two cethods are
costly, and the tIlird, though relatively inexpensive to
initiate and operate, is not likely to provide all of the
-20-
water needed to meet the deficits. Therefore either ground-
water or surface storage, or both, must be considered in
a large scale agriculture plan.
In the Phase II report the eco~omics of water supply
were evaluated for the irrigation of 6000 acres using
a~ average water demand of 19.5 mgd aLd a rr~ximum demand
of 33.6 mgd. IT: this report, for the sake of exemplifying
the relationship between varying supply and varying de~and,
the demand model of Alexander is used. In this model
5327 acres of sugar cane would be irrigated with the
following monthly volumes of \/ater {values in mg}:
January February ~Brch April May June
628 626 744 788 910 946
lTuly August September October Eovember December
969 1001 905 796 694 617
Annual Total
9624
The gross average daily demand for the above is 26.4 mgd, which
is nearly equivale~t to the gross ave~~Eige daily output at Gage
7510 of 27 mgd, and falls midway between the demand average and
maximum given in Phase II. In contrast; the Koha1a Plantation
was accustomed to irrisating about 5500 acres with an average
of 40 mgd. However, the Alexander model assumes the utilization
of the most efficient technology, s~ch as drip irrigation,
whereas the KOhala Plantation ~sed furrow a~d overhead irrigation.
Any demand model could be used in the co~puter rur.s, out
it is not likely that ?racticable agricultural schemes could
-21-
demand model u~less large scale development of gro~nd-
water were planned. The Alexander ~odel is a reasonable
com?romise to use with the flow Qodels.
Hl·s~.orl·c:::l '·'od""l 'n""f''';Cl'~ - 'i"Y''''''''.L1'~)• _ •.• _ _ \ .J _ ~ J.. oJ 'J ~~ j' u. W
Table I is a printout of the month by ~o~th output of
Gage 7510 for the period January 1928 through Dece~ber 1960.
Five months of flow were not recorded (July and August, 1928;
and July, August and Septenber, 1939), for which corrections
are made in the evaluations.
Table 2 lists the deficits by months, using the Alexander
demand model. ~bere no values are shovm, surpluses, as
given in Table 3, occur. Values used for the ~issing months
of record are the median values of record for those months.
The tabulations show that the median expectable deficit
is 744 mg/yr ,-,hile the median expectable surplus is 892 mg/yr.
It is clear that without surface storage much of the ditch
flOv-l would be lost for direct use in agriculture, though
if allowed to percolate it would help recharge the basal
lens.
The total deficit over 33 years, ~iven ~he require~ents
of the Alexander 306e1, would be 26,885 ~g. In the Phase
II Report it was noted that the direct cost of pumpi~g ground-
water to the upper ditch was about ~lOO/:J.g., ~'Jhich if
On the Ot~12:::' hand ~ surfa.ce ;-,Tater surplus
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over the 33 years would total 35,690 mg. ~orth ~10j,J.5l/yr.
if also costed at ~lOO/mg. Obviously, considerable rsal
savings could be enjoyed were there some way to store the
surplus waters at the ditch elevation.
Currently the only storage capacity on the ditch
syste~ are small reservoirs capable of holding a total of
about 100 mg. The pertinent question then becomes, how
much capacity is needed to satisfy the demand model? The
following procedure, using the historical record, yields
a good estimate of the minimum capacity needed to meet all
demands and of capacities capable of meeting demand for
various percentages of total time. A storage capacity
is assigned to the system at the start of the record and
is assumed to be full, then for each month in serial order
the reservoir balance is computed to determine whether or
not the reservoir goes dry. If it does dry, capacity is
insufficient to meet demand, but if it does dry only for
limited intervals, the savings on the lower capitalization
costs for a smaller than absolutely necessary reservoir
might be worth the risks associated with sporadic dry-outs.
For model simplicitv, reservoir evaporation is assuned
equal to rainfall, and leakage is ignored.
-23-
TABLE 1
ROUALA DITCH - POLOLU GAGE 7510
HISTORICAL RECORD
(FLOW m HG/MONTII)
1928 - 1960
YEAR JAN PEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUt A~G SEP OCT NOV DEC
1928 717 707 572 75Z 858 690 597 584 572 672
1929 839 717 721 936 809 679 980 950 846 553 785 839
19)0 754 622 814 910 884 1000 566 527 317 280 580 826 .
J')31 665 622 646 870 772 751. 865 911 871 758 729 771
H32 907 1040 908 1080 922 1040 747 828 386 852 898 957
1933 1000 810 919 876 1040 622 959 776 600 355 516 794
1934 684 568 528 1080 900 840 1010 831 742 333 512 534
1935 836 796 769 927 940 726 636 588 576 554 690 510
1936 532 604 838 803 918 10RO 863 660 613 463 528 684
1937 642 790 865 864 1050 880 1160 1280 9/14 809 758 883
1938 734 661 883 846 952 826 1170 958 806 751 716 739
1939 1100 751 964 812 838 1010 678 561 819
1940 463 616 623 543 660 619 1220 1120 694 652 966 826
1941 641 5~O 899 760 988 936 806 957 642 591 684 513
l~42 636 sao 552 769 730 317 856 954 806 827 758 826
1943 802 643 924 378 739 360 734 908 870 673 490 611
1944 5f,7 500 525 1180 891 926 958 870 701 459 542 721
1')45 614 544 1190 860 702 806 1110 993 664 823 968 972
1'1/;6 711 445 1190 1140 773 703 674 858 61\9 650 816 807
1947 695 550 960 828 985 831 1140 920 704 631 710 694
19 /.8 894 790 908 870 952 790 962 852 768 849 678 908
19/,9 758 529 923 1020 861 745 964 749 711 932 927 1040
1930 746 713 926 938 966 768 1120 977 i09 355 1070 838
1951 874 812 714 79/. 723 788 1170 974 671 656 701 803
1952 EOO 1010 1120 1130 1200 1290 902 1010 728 671 1010 875
1953 55/, 638 86(, 844 1090 857 1250 1230 847 837 1080 1110
1]5/, 714 412 9/8 737 1060 1260 1210 1080 572 636 1020 1050
19~5 548 242 468 923 1150 1120 1260 1470 840 713 528 376
1956 590 811 793 3111 1120 1110 1080 956 738 808 745 575
1957 748 733 716 973 871 647 915 1060 735 737 778 314 _. , ~ - ...~-.-
1958 914 642 91'3 880 1110 1070 1110 1260 790 304 1030 1340
195,1 784 10/;0 1040 1070 1220 804 1190 1270 746 818 750 1040
1960 368 842 926 1230 969 901 921 960 911 678 910 1190
'-
TABLE 2
HISTORICAL MODEL (DEFICIT)
KOHALA DITCH - POLOLU GAGE 7510
(DEFICIT IN }~/MONTH)
1928 - 1960
YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL
TOTAL
DEMAND 628 626 744 788 910 946 969 1001 905 796 694 611
1928 172 36 52 256 5 64 308 212 122 1227
1929 23 101 267 51 59 2/,3 744
1930 4 26 403 474 588 516 114 2125
1931 4 98 138 192 104 90 34 38 698
1932 222 173 19 414
1933 324 10 225 305 441 178 1483
1934 5a 216 10 106 170 163 413 182 83 1401.
1935 220 333 413 329 242 4 107 1648
1936 96 22 106 341 292 333 166 1356
1937 66 66
1933 120 43 99 45 307
1939 72 5 64 174 118 133 566
1940 165 10 121 245 250 327 211 14/, 1473
19/·1 66 28 10 163 44 263 205 10 99 888
1942 126 192 19 180 129 113 47 99 905
19/,3 121 86 235 93 35 17.3 204 6 903
19/,4 81 126 219 19 20 11 131 201, 337 152 1300
194) 14 82 208 140 8 241 693
19/.6 181 137 243 295 143 216 146 1361
1947 76 115 81 201 165 638
1948 156 7 149 137 16 465
1949 97, 49 201 5 252 194 798
1950 178 24 196 398
1951 30 187 158 27 234 140 776
1952 67 177 125 369
1953 74 89 58 221
1954 214 51 333 160 758
195) 80 33/, 276 65 83 166 241 1295
1956 38 45 167 42 292
1957 28 39 299 54 170 59 649
1958 115 115
1959 142 159 )1)1
1960 45 48 41 118 252
~ TOTAL 26885
t-<
tr1
1-,)
s
. t"" -- .._ ... -
t':I
w
YUI. JAN
DEMAND 628
1928 89
1929 211
1930 126
1931 37
1932 279
1933 372
1934 56
1935 203
1936
1937 14
1~313 106
1939 472
1940
1941 13
1942 a
1943 174
1944
19/t5
1946 83
1947 67
1948 266
1949 130
1950 118
1951 246
1952 472
1953
1954 86
1955
1956
1957 120
1958 286
1959 156
19bO 240
FED
626
81
91
414
184
170
164
35
125
22
164
87
246
384
12
185
107
16
414
216
TARLE 3
HISTORICAL MODEL (SURPLUS)
KOIIALA DITCH - POLOLU GAGE 7510 - . --- ._- .. - . _._-
(SURPLUS IN I1G!MONTH)
1928 - 1960
...._-- _..- --_._ ..
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
744 788 910 946 969 1001 905 796 694 617
55
148 11 91 222
70 122 . 54 20982 ... - -- .. - - 35 154
164 292 12 94 56 204 340
175 88 130 177292 ._- 41
25 139 30
144 15 8 134 67
121 76 140 191 . .. - 279 39 .. - 13- . 64 266
139 58 42 201 22 122
220 24 64 202
.. 251 "-119 ... -_..,--_. - - . 272 209
155 78
31 64 209
180 .. 90 ..". -_._- _.-
392 101,
446 72 141 27 274 355
446 352 . - - - - . -_.- -- ... . 122 190
216 40 75 171 16 77
164 82 42 53 291
179 232 136 231 423
132 150 56 151 59 376 221
6 201 7 186
376 -...- 342 - ..- 290 344 "-9 - ." - ._..-~ . . 316 .. 258
122 56 180 281 229 41 386 493
234 150 314 241 79 326 433
135 240 174 291 469
54 26 210 164 III 12 51
185 59 84 197
169 92 200 124 141 259 . - 8 336 723
296 282 3J.0 221 269 22 56 423
182 442 59 6 216 :;73
TOTAL
ANNUAL
TOTAL
225
774
581
308 ...._--_._-
1855
1126
389
572
368
136; .-,-._----
72S
1107
851 - .,-----~
246
312
466 .. --- ---_.~-
496
1315
1193 "---
662
1062
1333
___.___ ._4
1400
892
. - 2791 --~_._-
1800
1863
1309
813
752
2354 --'---
::449
193/,
-J35590
Let j = 1000 mg, 2000 wg •••••••
The following symools and equations describe the storage model.
C. = Storage capacity.
J
3' . = Balance in reservoir at end of month ;.\.'J ...~ = 1,2,........... 396
A~ = Surplus or deficit for each mo~th. Postive value is
surplus, negative is deficit.
Initiating eauation: Bl . = C. 7 A;
,J J \,.
Following equations: B~,j =
In all equations:
-~ A'j l..
if B~ J' £ C ., then
, - J
if B· " C., thent...,J.:> J
Table 4 is a print-out of
Bi.-,j'::O
B.._ C
t,J==- j
the storage computations.
The analysis shows that all demands at all times could
be met if a storage cauacity of 6000 - 7000 mg were put
on the ditch system but this obviously is beyond the limit
of either technical or economic feasibility. If a capacity
of 1000 ~ were built the reservoir would run dry 12.9%
of the time; a capacity of 2000 m2 would run dry 8.6% of
the time; a capacity of 3000 r:1g 1'io~ld run dry 5 .l/'~ of the
time; and capaciti'3s of 4000, 5000 and 6000 mg would dry
out 3.0~, 1.5%,a~c O.3~; of the time respectively. The
realistically optim~~ storage capacity eVidently lies
between 1000 and 4000 mg.
The hi~her capacities noted above are larger than the
capacities of the largest reservoirs currently in use in
Hawaii. The two largest reservoirs in the State are the
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TABU 4
STATUS OJ? JjYrOmETICAL
STORAGE CArACITY OVFR TUlE
KOHALA DITCH - POLOLU GAUGE 7510
(RESERVOIR II1 lIG)
Ins - 191i0
YEAR HONTII i C • 1000 C • 2000 C .. 3000 c - 4000 C • 5000 C • 6ono C • 7000
1923 1 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4001J.0 5000.0 1;000.0 7000.0
2 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 I~OOO.0 50f)0.0 Mon.o 7000.0
3 323.0 13211.0 2323.0 3828.0 4321J.n 'if12~.0 1i1J2R.0
4 792.0 1792.0 2792.0 371)2.0 479:!.0 c;nJ..o 07')2.0
S 740.0 1740.0 2740.0 37 /,0.0 11740,0 li740.0 67M).0
6 4!lt~.0 1434.0 243 /1.0 34~VI.f) VIR/•• f) 'i4n/, , () 611111;.0
7 479.0 1479.0 2479.0 3479.0 4471).0 liU9.0 6/;79.0
3 U5.0 1 /,15.0 2U5.0 3415.0 41115,C; ';41';.0 /il,1.5.0
9 107.0 1107.0 n07.0 1107.0 4107.0 ')107.0 1)107.0
10 .0 395.0 1:195.0 2395.0 1f! Q 'i.0 4'1<1').0 5:195. ()
11 .0 773.0 1773.0 2773.0 3773.0 1.773,0 5773.0
12 55.0 821\.0 1328.0 232ll.0 1:l2~.0 IIIP'1.'J liW!'l.O
1n~ 1) 266.0 10'3'J.0 2039.0 3039.0 401'J.n 50)<).0 (0)').0
14 357.0 1130.0 21Jo.n 3130.0 4130.0 5130.0 IiDO.O
15 334.0 1107.0 Z107.0 3107.0 1,107.0 ')107.0 1)107.0
16 482.0 1255.0 2255.0 3255.0 42.3').0 .'i25').0 (,:~:) Ii. (j
17 331.0 1154.0 2154.0 31';4.0 415/,.0 ')1)1•• 0 6154.0
18 114.0 837.0 1837.0 2387.0 .1387.0 M11l7.0 5RA7.0
19 12').0 8n.O 13')8.0 2393.0 38°R.O IIR')i~. 0 5:198.0
20 74.0 1347.0 111/,7.0 2847.0 1H47.0 111147.0 5R47.0
21 15.0 783.0 173~.0 2788.0 37811.0 1,7flil.0 578iLO
2'l. .0 545.0 15/~5.0 2545.0 3,)4'i.O 4c.45.0 .'>'i I, 'i. 0
21 91.0 IiJ().O 16'11).0 26J6.0 3())('.0 1,6111.0 Sfilh.O
24 313.0 853.0 1853.0 28'iA.1'J 3P''j,'l.0 4,q58.0 SR'iR.O
1930 25 43'"1.0 984.0 19:14.0 293/,. r, ]'):1/,.0 l,lln4.0 5'l:V,.O
26 435.0 'JRO.O 1930.0 29110.0 3Q:10.0 /,9,10.0 5'1110.0
27 505.0 1050.0 2050.0 3050.0 4050.0 'io'j().(l r,nr,n.o
2<3 627.0 1172.0 2172.0 3172.0 1,172.0 ,'i172.0 ()172.0
29 601.0 1146.0 211.6.0 3]46.0 1,''''i.O 'ill. I). 0 r;1/,6.0
30 655.0 121)0.0 2200.0 321)().0 1,200.0 52f)1),I"1 (.2l}O.0
31 252.0 7'l7 •0 17'"17.0 27<)].0 371)7.0 1,7'17.0 57')7.0
32 .0 323.0 1323.0 2323.0 332J.0 1,323.0 5123.0
33 .0 .0 735.0 I735.a 273';.0 173j,O 4715.0
34 .0 .0 219.0 1219.0 221'J.0 3219.0 1,219.0
)5 .0 .0 105.0 1105. () 210'i.0 1105.0 1+105.0
36 20').0 209.0 314.0 131/,.0 2311+.0 1314.0 4'314,(1
1931 37 246.0 246.0 351. 0 J.351.0 2151.0 33')1.0 43'i1.0
38 242.0 242.0 347.0 13',7.1l 2]47.0 3J47.0 4347.0
39 144.0 1lI4.1) 249.0 1249.0 2241).0 ,1241).0 42/,'),0
I~O 226.0 226.0 331.0 1331.0 2311.0 3311.0 II '·31. 0
~ 41 88.0 83.0 193.0 1193,() 21<)1.0 1193.0 4193.0112 .0 .0 1.0 10nl.O 2001.0 3001.0 4001.0
~
tJ1
~
51tEF.T--!.....OF_:.2....:'lIl!':ETS
YEAR HOlITII 1 C • 1000 C· 2000 C· 3000 c· 4000 c· 5000 C • 6000 C • 7000
43 .0 .0 .0 897.0 1397.0 21197.0 38'17.0
44 .0 .0 .0 807.0 1807.0 2807.0 3807.0
45 .0 .0 .0 773.0 1771.0 7.773.0 3771.0
1,6 .0 .0 .0 735.0 17'3'>.0 7.73';.0 3735.0
47 35.0 35.0 35.0 770.0 1770.0 2770.0 3770.0
43 189.0 189.0 189.0 <l2/,.O 1n:,.0 2nl,.0 3')24.0
1932 49 468.0 463.0 468.0 1203.0 2201.0 1201.0 4~O3.0
50 882.0 882.0 882,(1 1617.0 2617.0 %17.0 1,617.0
51 1000.0 10/,6.0 1046.0 1781.0 27R1,0 17fll,O 47111.0
52 1000.0 1333.0 11311.0 2073.0 3071.0 4071.0 5073.0
53 1000.0 1350.0 1150.0 201l5.0 308').0 1,085.0 50,'35.0
54 1000.0 14M.0 111',4.0 2179.0 317'J.O 1,17<).0 51H.0
55 773.0 1222.0 1222.0 1957.0 2957.0 1957.0 4<)57.0
56 605.0 1049.0 11):,9.° 1781..0 27~V,.° 171l',.0 47134.0
57 586.0 1030.0 1010.0 1765.0 2765.0 171'>5.0 471)'j.0
58 642.0 10116.0 1031i.0 11l21,O 2821.0 31121. 0 4821.0
59 :)46.0 1290.0 1290.0 2025.0 3112 '>. f) 4025.0 502:>.0
GO 1(1)1).0 1Ii10.0 1630.0 2365.0 311i5.0 1,3(.5.0 5V,S.0
1933 61 10(1).0 20'1l).0 21)(12.0 2737.0 3717.0 1,737.0 5717.0
62 1000.0 20f)!).0 2136.0 2921.0 3921.0 1,921. 0 5921.0
63 1000.0 2000.0 2361. 0 3096.0 4f)'J(,. 0 50%.0 (i0'16.0
64 1000.0 200fl.0 2449.0 3!C1I1.0 4184.0 5134.0 613/,.0
65 1000.0 2000.0 2579,1"J 331/,.0 1,3]4.0 .111/,.0 611 I,. 0
66 (j7G.O 1676.0 2255.0 2990.0 3<)90.0 499f1,rJ 541)0.0
67 666.0 lI\lili.O 2245.0 29ilO.0 19:HJ.1) 4'1:ln.0 5')30.0
68 441.0 1441.0 2/)20.0 2755.1) 375'>.0 475'). () 575').0
69 13G.O 1116.0 1715JJ 2/, 'in. I) 34'in.n 445r1.0 SI,50.0
70 .0 695.0 1274.0 2()1)9.0 30()<).0 4n09.0 5009.0
71 .0 517.0 10%.0 IB31. () 2flJl,O 1331.0 4R31.0
72 177 .0 694.0 1273.0 2003.0 .1(j0~.0 1,003.0 .50013.0
1934 73 233.0 750.0 1329.0 2064.0 31)!i4.0 1,0Iif,.0 501j/,.0
74 175.0 692.0 1271.0 2006.0 3006.0 400(,.0 500!i.0
75 .0 476.0 1055.0 179().0 2790.1) 17')0.0 47'10.0
76 292.0 76S.0 13 /,7.1) 20P-2.0 1t1 8:"!.O 11(13~.1) 5032.0
77 232.0 753.0 1337.0 2072.0 307:'.0 t,07~.0 .1072.0
73 176.0 652.0 1231.0 1°66,0 2'l(i(•• 0 3%1i.0 4%(1.0
79 217.0 693.0 127:!.0 2007.0 3007.0 1,007. f) 51)07.0
80 47.0 523.0 1102.0 1837.0 2837.0 1337.0 Itln7.0
31 .0 360.0 939.0 1674.0 2674.0 %7/,.0 4n71,.0
32 .0 .0 526.0 1261.1) 22(,1.0 .12!il.0 42(,1.0
33 .0 .0 3/,4.0 1079.0 207'1.0 1079.0 4079.0
34 .0 .0 261. I) 996.0 1<)'l(). 0 2'l°!i.O 3'1%.0
1935 35 20n.0 208.0 469.0 120', .0 220/,.0 120/,.0 1,204.0
86 373.0 37S.0 639.0 1374.0 2174.0 .1174.0 1,174.0
87 403.0 403.0 664.0 139'1.0 2.19<).0 3391).0 111,?'1.0
38 5/,2.0 542.0 1)1)1.0 1533.0 3.5111.0 4533.0 -- ~..... __... ..25311.0
~ 39 572.0 572.0 333.n 1563.n 256'1.0 15!i8.0 4568.0
r; 90 352.0 352.0 613.n 13 l ,I3.0 231,S.0 134A.0 434R.0
t""
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YEAR HO!ITlI 1 c· 1000 C • 2000 C • 3000 c· 401)0 C • 5000 c· 6000 c· 7000
91 19.0 19.0 280.0 1015.0 2015.0 3015.0 4015.0
n .0 .0 .0 602.0 11\0:!.O 2602.0 3002.0
93 .0 .0 .0 273.0 1271.0 7.271.0 3273.0
'14 .0 .0 .0 31.0 1011. I) 2031.0 3011.0
95 .0 .0 .0 27.0 1027.0 2027.0 1027.0
96 .0 .0 .0 .0 920.0 192fl.O 2')20.0
1936 97 .0 .0 .0 .0 R24.1) 11l24.0 21124.0
98 .0 .0 .0 .0 1l02.0 lnoz.o 21102.0
'J'J 144.0 144.0 11\4.0 144.0 9/1fi.0 1'l/,/). 0 2lJ /,6.0
100 159.0 159.0 159.0 15'J.n 91)1.0 1%1.0 2%1.0
101 167.0 167.0 167.0 Hi7.0 'Jill) • 0 1%1).0 2%9.0
102 301.0 301.0 301.0 301.0 110'1.0 2101.n 310).0
103 195.0 1'15.0 195.0 1'15.0 Q'J7.0 1')97.0 2'J'J7 .0
101\ .0 .0 .0 .0 656.0 165A.O 2656.0
105 .0 .0 .0 .1) 364.0 136/,.0 236 /1.0
106 .0 .0 .0 .0 31.0 1031.0 20)1.0
107 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 865.0 1R65.0
103 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.0 932.0 1'132.0
1937 109 81.0 81.0 81.0 81.0 R1.0 941i.O 19/.6.0
110 245.0 245.0 245.0 245.0 245.0 1110.0 2110.0
111 366.0 36/).0 366.0 366.0 3fil).0 1231. 0 2211.0
112 442.0 442.0 442.0 442.0 442.0 lJfl7.0 21fJ7.0
113 582.0 582.0 532.0 582.0 532.0 14 /17.0 2447.0
114 516.0 516.0 516.0 511\.0 51f).O 13~LO 2131.0
115 707.0 707.0 707.0 707,0 707.0 1572.0 2572.0
116 936.0 931).0 936.0 986.0 986.0 1~51. 0 2.'151.0
117 1000.0 1025.0 1025.0 10Z5.0 1025.0 1890.0 2~'J().0
113 101)1).0 10:.t3.0 1033.0 101R.O I n33.0 190).n 2'l0J.0
119 1000.0 11nz.0 1102.0 lJ02.0 llM.O 1%7.0 2'J67.0
120 1000.0 1363.0 136R.0 1168.0 13f>3.n /.21"3.0 3233.0
1938 121 1000.0 1474.0 1474.0 1474.n 147/,,(") 231'J.0 3139.0
122 1000.0 1509.0 1509.0 1509.0 1509.0 2374.0 337/;.0
123 100'1.0 164R.0 1648.0 16/,8.n IM3.0 2513.0 3513.0
124 100n.0 170r,.O 1701i.O 1706.0 170fi.O 2'i71.0 3'i71.0
125 1000.0 1743.0 1743.0 17/':,~ .n 174!l.1J 2(>13.0 3613.0
126 380.0 162P'.0 1623.0 1(,211.0 Vi2n.o 7.4'11.0 3/,91.0
127 1000.0 1R29.0 1829.0 1829.0 11l2'J.O 2694.0 3694.0 -, -~ .. - - .
1:!3 937.0 1736.0 17%.0 17[\6.0 17~6.0 2651.0 3651.0
129 R53.0 1637.0 1637.0 1687.0 H1l7.n 2552.0 3552.0
130 313.0 1642.0 1642.0 16112.0 1I1 /,2.n 2'i07.0 3507.0 .. _---_.
131 835.0 1664.0 lIlli/•• O 11i64.0 1664.0 7.529.0 3'i29.0
132 957.0 1736.0 17%.0 1786.0 1786.n 2631.0 3651.0
19J9 131 1000.0 200n.n 225~.O 225f>.0 2253.fl 3121. 0 /\123.0
1)1\ 10QO.0 2000.0 2183.0 2383.0 2133.0 1248.0 4248.0
135 1000.0 2000.0 2601.0 2601.0 2601.0 )t,nS.O 1,/,6C;.0
136 100n.o 20no.o 2627.0 2627.0 2627.0 1492.0 4/,92.0 .-- - -, -_. - ..- ..~ ..~i 137 923.0 1923.0 2555.0 2555.0 2555.0 31,20.0 1.42(J.O&1 1)(J 992.0 19'n.O 2619.0 2619.0 2r,l'l.0 143/1.0 4484.0~
t>1
.po
SlIEET-.1..-0F__9_SlIEETS
~YEAR MONTII 1 C • 1000 C • 2000 C • 3001) C • 4000 c· 5000 C • 6000 C • 7000
139 987.0 1987.0 2614.0 2fi14.0 2614.0 3479.0 4479.0
140 923.0 1923.0 2550.0 2550.0 2550.0 :\415.0 4415.0
141 749.0 1749.0 2376.0 2376.0 2376.0 12/.1. 0 4241.0
142 631.0 163].0 2258.0 2253.0 2253.0 3123.0 4123.0
143 493.0 1493.0 212s.n 2125.0 212.'i.1) 2990.0 3990.0
144 700.0 1700.0 2327.0 2327.0 2127.'1 1192.0 /.192.0
1940 145 535.0 1535.0 2162,0 2162.0 21/)2.0 3027.0 4027.0
146 525.0 1525.0 2152.0 2152.0 2152.0 3017.0 4017.0
147 404.0 1404.0 2031. 0 2031,0 2031.0 2R%.0 3896.0
148 159.0 1159.0 17:16.0 1786.0 1781).0 2651. 0 31\51.0
149 .0 909.0 1536.0 1536.0 151f'i.0 21.01.0 3401.0
150 .0 5a2.0 1209.0 120'l.0 1209.0 207/,.0 307 I,. ()
151 251.0 833.0 1460.0 1460.0 1460.0 2325.0 3125.0
152 370.0 952.0 .1579.0 1579.0 157lJ.O 2444.0 31,/.4.0
153 159.0 741.0 1363.0 1368.0 13l\il.O 2211.0 3233.0
154 15.0 597.0 1224.0 122/•• 0 127.4.0 203<).0 30::J9.0
155 2117.0 8f'i,).0 11. ')(i. 0 1/.96. n 11.%.0 2361.0 13f'i1,0
156 496.0 1073.0 1705.0 1705.0 1705.0 2570.n 3570.0
1941 137 509.0 1091.0 1718.0 1718.0 1713.0 25flJ.0 3Sil3.0
158 41.3.0 1025.0 1652.0 1Ii52.n 1I'i52.0 2517,0 3517.0
159 59R.O 1130.0 11107 .n 1R07.0 11107.0 2672.0 3672.0
160 570.0 1]52.0 1779.0 1779.0 177'l.0 2(;44.0 31)1,4.0
IIi1 Mil.O 1230.0 1357.n 1857.0 1857.0 2722.0 3722.0
162 638.0 122n.O 1847.0 111/.7.0 lR/.7.0 2712.n 3712.0
163 475.0 1057.0 1(,84.0 11\8!,.O 16lJ4.0 151.'J.0 351.9.0 - ~ -- ..- .
164 431.0 1013.0 16110.0 1640.0 1MO.0 2505.0 3.505.0
165 16il.O 750.0 1377 .0 1377.0 1377.0 2242.0 32/~2.t)
161i .0 5/.5.0 1172.0 1172.0 117:!.O 2017.0 30:J7.0
167 .0 535.0 1Hi2.0 1162.0 11(;2,0 2027 .0 30Z7.0
163 .0 436.0 10G3.0 1063.0 10(".0 19211.0 2nl1.0
1942 169 8.0 444.0 1071.0 1071.0 1071.0 1936.0 2936.0
170 .0 313.0 945.0 945.0 9/.5.0 llno.o 21110.0
171 .0 126.0 751.0 753.0 751.fJ 1(,18.0 2013.0
172 .0 107.0 714.0 73/'.0 714.0 15')9.0 25<)<).0
173 .0 .0 554.0 55/~ .0 55 /•• 0 1419.0 21t19.0
174 .0 .0 425.0 425.0 425.0 12'JO.O 2290.0
175 .0 .0 312.0 312.0 312.0 1177 .0 2177 .0
176 .0 .0 265.0 265.0 2f'i5.0 1130.0 2130.0
177 .0 .0 16(,.0 16f'i.0 11if'i,O 1031. 0 2031.0
178 31.0 31.0 D7 •0 197.0 197.0 10G2.0 2062.0
179 95.0 95.0 261.0 261.0 2(,1.0 112fi.O 2126.0
1RO 304.0 304.0 470.0 470.0 1.70.n 1)35.0 2135.0
194.3 181 478.0 478.0 644.0 644.0 01,4.0 150'J.fJ 2509.0
182 500.0 500.0 61\6.0 666.0 6fili.O 1531.0 2531.0
183 630.0 680.0 841i.0 846.0 84f'i,O 1711.0 2711.0
184 770.0 770.0 9]6.0 936.0 93tl.0 HlOl, 0 21101.0 - .-- - -- ._.. -_. '-_..• ' ,----
>-'.I 135 649.0 649.0 815.0 815.0 815.0 1630.0 21\30.0~ 186 563.0 561.0 n9.0 729.0 72'l.O 15911.0 2';'1 /•• 0
t""
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YEAR HONTII 1 C • 1000 c· 2000 C • 3000 c· 4000 r. • 5000 C • 6000 C • 7000
187 328.0 328.0 49/•• 0 494.0 494.0 1359.0 2159.0
183 235.0 235.0 401.0 401.0 1.01.0 1266.0 2266.0
189 200.0 200.0 366.0 366.0 366.0 1231.0 2231.0
190 77.0 77.0 243.0 243.0 241.0 11(18.0 2tOIl.O
191 .0 .0 39.0 39.0 1'1.0 90/•• 0 11)()4.0
192 .0 .0 33.0 33.0 31.0 1l9fl.0 1R9fl.0
1944 191 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 817 .0 lin 7.0
194 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 (,'11.0 1691.0
19:'
.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 472.0 1472.0
196 392,0 392.0 392.0 392,0 392,0 Rf,4.0 11l'.>I, .1)
197 373.0 373.0 373.0 373.0 171.0 345.0 18!15.0
193 353.0 351.0 351.0 351,0 351.0 825.0 11\25,0
199 342.0 3/.2,0 342.0 Jl12.0 1/,2.0 814.0 1814.0
200 211.0 21LO 211.0 211.0 211,0 611'3,0 1633.0
201 7.0 7,0 7.0 7,r) 7.0 479.0 1479.0
2/)2 .0 ,0 .'0 .1) .0 142.0 111,2.0
203 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 990.0
204 10/•• 0 104.0 104.0 104.0 11)/,.0 104.0 109/1.0
191•.5 203 90.0 90.0 90.0 90,0 90.0 90.0 10:30.0
206 3.0 8.0 8.0 3.0 3.0 8.0 '1<)8.0
207 454.0 454.0 454.0 45 /,.0 454.0 45/,.0 144 /,.0
2011 526,0 526.0 526.0 526.0 526.0 52(,.0 1516.0
209 318.0 318.0 313.0 318.0 313.0 3111.0 1108.0.
210 178.0 173.0 178.0 178.0 171l.0 178.0 1168.0
211 319.0 319,0 319.0 319.0 1]'1.0 319.0 1109.0
212 31LO 311.0 31J .0 311.0 311.0 31LO 1301.0
213 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 7().0 70.0 101,0.0
214 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 1037.0
215 371.0 371.0 371.0 371.() 371.0 37] .0 1161.0
216 726.0 726.0 726. () 720.0 72/i.0 72(,.0 1716.0
1946 217 80'3.0 809.0 809.0 809.0 809.0 8(1).0 1799,0
218 621l,0 628.0 628.0 623.0 621l'0 628.0 1618.0
219 1000.0 107 /,.0 1074.0 1074.0 1'174.0 107ft.O 2iV,/,.0
220 1000.0 1426.0 1421i.0 H2G, n 1/,:!("O 1426.0 2416.0
221 863.0 1239.0 1239.0 12[19.0 128'l.() 1239.0 227'1.0
222 620.0 101,0.0 10/16.0 1046.1) 1040.0 10/,6.0 2016.0
223 325.0 751.0 751.0 751.0 751.() 7')] .0 1741.0
224 182.0 608.0 603.0 603.0 60a.o 608.0 1598.0
225 .f) 392,0 392.0 392.() 392.0 3'12.0 11112.0
226 .0 2/,0.0 2/,(,.0 2/,0.0 246.0 2M,.0 1236.0
227 122.0 %3,0 %3,0 JliR./) 16~.0 36~.0 1358.0
223 312.0 558.0 5'i3.0 553.0 513.0 55f\.0 1548.0
1947 229 379,0 625.0 623.0 625.0 021.0 62.1.0 1615.0
2)0 303.0 51,9.0 Sl19.0 549.0 54')./) 549.0 1519.0
231 519.0 765,0 765.0 765,() 7f>S.0 765.0 1755.0
S 232 559,0 805.0 805.0 RO'j,O 805.0 IlO'j.O 1795.02)3 634,() 330.0 380.0 8RO.() 8Bo.0 880.0 1870,0
C"" 234 519.0 765.0 765.0 705,0 765.0 765.0 1755.0
t<l
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YUAR HOlm! 1 c • 1000 C • 2000 C • 3000 C • 401)0 C • 5000 C • 6000 C • 7000
233 832.0 1832.0 2832.0 3040.0 31),,1). n .101,0. f) 4030.0
234 805.0 1805.0 2305.0 3013.0 3013.0 3013.0 4003.0
235 571.0 1571.0 2571.0 2779.0 277'1.0 2779.0 37119.0
2~6 431.0 1431.0 2431.0 21139.0 2639.0 2639.0 31129.0
237 433.0 1433.0 2/,38.0 26116.0 26/,11.0 264(,.0 3636.0
238 624.0 1624.0 2624.0 2S32.0 2H32.0 :1332.0 3R22.0
19.52 239 1000.0 20nn.0 3000.0 3304.0 3104.0 1104.0 42'14.0
2'li) 1000.0 2000.0 JOOO.O 3688.0 Jl)R:1.0 301\3.0 4678.0
2'Jl 100'1.0 2000.n 3000.0 1,('00.0 40li4.0 4()(;(, •0 5054.0
2')2 1(01).0 200n.0 1000.0 4noo.o ,,4f11i.0 4/,0(,.0 5196.0
29J 1000.0 'l000.0 3000.0 1,000.0 I, (,<J(,. 0 46%.0 5686.0
294 1000.0 20no.0 3000.0 4000.0 5noo.o 50/,0.° 60)0.0
2?5 933.0 1933.n 29J3.0 3'133.0 4911.0 1,'173.0 5'161.0
296 9/,2.0 19/,2.0 29 /,2.0 39/,2.0 4~/,2.n ',n2.0 5972.0
297 7(,5.0 1765.0 27li5'(> 3765.0 47f15.0 48ns.0 5795.0
293 640.0 16/,0.0 2(,/.0.0 Jr,I,O.O ltfil,().O 1,620.0 5670.0
299 956.0 195(,.0 29%.0 3951i.O 4'1sr,.O 49%.0 5,),16.0Jon 1000.0 2000.0 3noo.n 4000.0 500n.0 525/,.0 621,4.0
19.53 301 926.0 1926.0 2n6.0 3'.J26.n 492(,.0 ')1,'10,0 fi170.0
302 938.0 1933,0 2938,0 39311.n 49311.0 5]92.0 6182.0
303 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000,0 500n./"i 5311,.0 6104.0
3'14 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 ',000,0 'j('l1)(].0 5170.0 6160.0
305 1000.0 2000.0 30nO.O 1,000,0 Sorl0.0 55')n.O fi5 /,0.0
306 911.0 1911.0 2911.0 3'111. 0 4'Jll.O ')/,61. 0 (,1,51. 0
307 IGOn.1) 2000.0 3(1)0.0 4000.0 5000.0 5742,0 6732.0
JOJ lOOO.v 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 5')71.0 6961.0
J09 942.0 1942.0 2'J42.0 39!,2.0 4947..0 ')')11.0 6903.0
310 933.0 19113.0 2933.0 3983,0 4'lWI.0 595/,.0 6'l/,!,.O
311 1000.0 2000.0 3000,0 4000.0 snoo.o /i000.0 7000.0
312 10(1).0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 500r..0 600n.0 7(1)f').0
1954 313 1000.0 2000.0 3000,0 ',()OO.O 5000.0 60(1).0 7000.0
31 /, 78/i.0 17311,0 2786.0 3786.0 47M,. 0 5736.0 6736.0
. 315 1000,0 2000.0 30no.o 4000.0 sOO().O 110nn.0 7000.0
316 9/,9.0 19/,9.0 29/,9.0 3lJ!,9.0 49 /,'J.O S949.0 6%9.0
3t7 1000,0 2000,0 30nO.0 4noo.o s()()n.0 1101JO.0 7000.0
318 10:)0,0 2000.0 3000.0 400().0 5(1)n.0 60nO.0 1000.0
J19 1000,0 2000.0 3000.0 4('O().0 5000.0 6000.0 70nO.O
320 1000.0 2000.0 :woO.O 4000.n sooo.a 6000.0 70(1).0
J21 66i .0 1667.0 2667.0 3667.0 46(i7.0 5667.0 I)r)67.0
322 507.0 1507.0 250'l.0 35°7.0 4Sn7.0 .,)507.n 6507.0
323 333,0 IS31,O 2~33.0 31133,O 4831,n 5333.0 6Fll1.0
32/, 1000.0 200n.0 3000.0 4noo.a soon.n /in00,O 70(\0,0
19'-5 J25 920,0 1Q 20.0 2920.0 3920,0 4')20.0 5920.0 6nO.O
326 536.0 1516.0 2536,0 3536.n 45111,0 5531).0 65%.0
327 260,0 1260,0 2260.0 3260.0 ',2fin, n S260.0 6260.0
S 323 395.0 1395.0 2J95.0 3395.0 43")S,n S1'l5.0 6195.0329 635.0 1635.0 2635.0 3635.0 4111').0 5635.0 1)(,15.0
~ 330 1l09.0 1809.0 2:lO9.0 3309.0 4S0'l.0 5[10'1.0 6R09,O
~
S1mET~OF-L..SIII!ETS
YEAR HOIlTII 1 C • ·1000 C • 2000 c· 3000 C • 4000 c· 5000 C • 6000 C • 7000
331 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0
332 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 60nn.a 70fl0.O
333 935.0 1935.0 2935.0 3935.0 4935.0 ')')35.0 6935.0
334 852.0 1R52.0 2352.0 3852.0 4852.0 5852.0 6852.0
335 686.0 1686.0 26~6.0 3686.0 4686.0 .%36.0 6636.0
336 445.0 1445.0 2/,45.0 3445.0 1,445.0 1445.0 6445.0
1956 337 407.0 1407.0 ?407.0 3407.0 44n7.0 5407.0 6407.0
338 592 .0 1592.0 2592.0 35'J2 .0 4592.0 'iSn.o 6'i92.0
339 6116.0 1646.0 261t6.0 31'411.0 4646.1) .'i611 6. 0 6(,1,6.0
340 6ll. .0 1672.0 2672.0 3672.0 4672.0 %72.0 6672.0
341 332.0 1882.0 2882.0 3382.0 Ml82.0 5332.0 61332.0
342 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.1) 60(1).0 70110.0
343 1000.0 2000.0 3000.ri I,ooo.n SOOO.O /ior)().o 7000.0
344 955.0 1955.0 295S.0 3955.0 t,9S5.0 5955.0 6955.0
345 788.0 1783.0 2788.0 3788.0 47~R.0 57RR.O 67118.0 ...
.- ... - -- -"Jt,6 800.0 1300.0 23011.0 380/).0 t,llno.n 'inn!). () 6800.0
J,'l7 851. 0 1351.0 2n51.n 3351.0 411"1.0 5351. 0 6351.0
343 809.0 1809.n 2309.n 3Rf19.0 4110').0 5:109.0 61309.0
1957 3t,9 929.0 1929.0 2929.0 392').0 4929.0 5929.0 6929.0
350 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0
3S1 972.0 1972.0 2<)72.0 3972.11 4'l72.0 'i972.0 6972.0
.. "" . - ...
352 1000.0 2000.0 31)()0.0 4000Jl 50')0.0 f,ooo.n ;000.0
353 961.0 1961.0 2961.0 3%1. 0 4%1.0 59/i1.0 6'llil.0
354 662.0 1(1)2.0 2662.0 3(1)2.0 4/i/i~.1) ~I)r,~. 0 ('()6~ .0
355 608.0 1608.0 2603.0 3(,()8.0 46013.0 5F'13.0 6FiO'3.0
356 667.0 1M7.0 2667.0 3667.0 4667.0 5667.0 ('()67.0
)57 497.0 14'17.0 2497.0 34'17.0 4497.0 5/197.0 M,)7.0
353 4313.0 1438.0 24311.0 343R.O 'It,3R .0 5113fi.0 M1(1.0
359 S~2.0 lS22.0 2522.0 3522.0 4522.0 5522.0 6522.0
360 719.0 1719.0 2719.0 3719.0 47H.0 5719.0 6719.0
1958 361 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 40f)0.0 5000.0 FiOOO.O 70()0.0
362 10(1).0 20')0.0 3(1)f).0 4000.0 50'10.0 6000.0 7000.0
361 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 SOOO.O /i(1)0.0 7000.0
36 1• 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 50()O.0 1i0')O.C 7000.0
365 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 lioao.o 700'J.0
366 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 t,ooo.o 5000.0 (,000.0 7(1)0.0
367 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.1) 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0
368 10:)0.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 /iOOf).O 7000.0
369 .']35.0 13135.0 2335.0 3:185.0 43~'i.0 5335.0 6835.0
370 393.0 1/l93.0 2:J'J3.0 38'13.0 4[1')1.0 53')3.0 Ml'l3.0
371 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0
372 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 FiOOO.O 7(1)0.0
1959 373 1000.0 2000.0 JOOO.O 4\i00.1l 5000.0 /\000.0 7000.0
374 1000.0 201)0.0 3000.0 1,000.0 SOOO.O 6000.0 7000.0
375 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4(01).0 5000.0 fiOOO.O 7000.0
e 376 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 It('I00.0 5000.0 FiOOO.O 7000.0377 1000.0 20(1).0 3000.0 4000.0 SOOO.O 600().O 700().0
~ 373 8S3.0 1353.0 2358.0 3358.0 4,,58.0 5:1'i:1.0 6/l58.0 - ..
~
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YEAR MONTH i C • 1000 C • 2000 C • 3000 C • 4000 C • 5000 C • GO 00 C • 7enO
J79 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0
300 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0
J81 81j1.0 1841.0 :l8U.0 3841.0 1j31,1.0 5(\U.O 61\/,1.0
J32 363.0 1863.0 2863.0 3863.0 !,1l61.0 581'>3.0 6fl61.0
333 919.0 1919.0 2919.0 3n'l.O 1,91 '1.0 5919.0 6919.0
33/, 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4(\()0.n 5000.0 /iroo.o 7000.0
1960 335 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 40110.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0
336 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 l!flOO.O 500o.n /loon.o 7000.0
337 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 soon.o AOOO.O 7000.0
338 1000.0 21)00.0 . 3000.0 40nOJl SlJon.o 6000.0 70'lO.0
339 10no.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 /i000.0 7000.0
390 955.0 1955.0 2955.0 1'155.0 /.~~.)~.o 595';.0 6')55.0
....
. - --391 907.0 1907.0 2907.0 3907.0 4001.0 5907.0 f>,)07.0
3';2 866.0 1861',.0 236/).0 3S r,/). () 4R(,(,.0 5136(;.0 6Rf>f,.0
393 372.0 lS72.0 2872.0 3872.0 41172.0 5872.0 6312.0
394 754.0 1754.0 275 /,.0 375/,.0 47';;1.0 57';f,.0 6754.fJ
395 970.0 1970.0 2970.0 3<)70.'1 4')70.0 '>910.0 6'170.0
396 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 (looa.1) 5000.0 6000.0 7()f)O.O
Uahiawa Reservoir on Oa.hu and the :iaita reservoir on Kauai
vlith capacities of atout 2900 mg. On :1olok.si the rubber-
lined reservoir in the central plaip of the island can
hold 1400 mg. A capacity of only 1000 mg on the Kohala
System would elli~ance water availability so greatly that
the long term deficit would be only about one third of
that expected of the system without storage.
The ga ins vlhich would result from various storage
capacities are put in perspective in the following s~~ry
of the statistical characteristics of the balance compu-
tations.
Storage Capacity (mg)
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
Total remaining
deficit (33 yrs.) 9815 6392 3526 2272 1081 152 0
Zero storage (mos) 51 34- 20 12 6 1 0
Zero storage: 12.9 $.6 5.1 3.0 1.5 0.3 0%time
Zero storage:
longest period (mos) 8 7 7 4 3 1 0
Zero storage:
(mos)median period 3 4 4 3 2 1 0
Zero storage:
(mas)minimum period ., 2 2 2 1 1 0.1.
Zero storage:
no. periods 14 5 4 "2 1 0.I
Zero storage:
A 42.4 2~.2 15.2 12.1 9.1 3.0 0/0 years
Spill-over {;nos) 93 67 53 50 47 40 40
Spill-over: .-cf 23.5 16.9 13.4 . 12.6 11.9 10.1 10.1-;0
time
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In table 2 (Historical model - deficit) the 33 yr.
def-ic-it v.... f T,l"l'e Q'em",y.."Q' :':·lo""el -ic-, cr';ve'" ~s 20'" ~'~5 "'10' "'her', r""
-'- -'- - UJ.Q -..... -'-~ 0.... • • ~ , '-' ~ '0 ... • . , '-'
stora;e is provided. This deficit is sharDly reduced by
the addition of a relatively s~ll stora68 capacity s~
that the cost of providing alternate sources of water,
i.e. p~~ped groundwater, to supply remaining demand would
be cut correspondir..gly. If grouIld~'!ater delivered to the
ditch Ip.vel cost ¢100/mz., the 33 years saving with a
1000 mg reservoir would be ~1,707,000, or an average of
S51,727 per year. At higher storage capacities the
savings would be great~r.
Although a capacity of 6000 - 7000 mg would guarantee
water at all times to satisfy the demand model, this
capacity is by no means optimal. It is far too large for
the benefits it woald afford beyond those provided by
smaller capacities. The reduction in deficit per 1000 mg
capacity is greatest for low capacities, which means tha~
the marginal cost of 2dditional cap3city will exceed the
value of the reduc8d deficit at some • topOJnv. The rate of
reduction of the dsficit per 1000 mg capacity is as follows:
Capacity ircrease (~g) Deficit
red'.lctior ('5)
from to
0 1000 17070
1000 2000 3423
2000 3000 2566
300O, 4000 1254
4000 5000 l191
5000 6000 929
6000 70CC -26- , c: ").J-..)t::.
The rate of deficit reductio:1 is, of course, greatest
between zero storase and 1000 ffig, but is also high between
1000 and 2000, and 2000 and 3000 mg. Beyond 3000 mg the
rate drops so rapidly that it is not likely that increased
ir.vestoent in capacity could be justified by savings
from the reduced deficit. The optimum storage capacity
evidently lies between 1000 and 3000 mg.
Basal groundwater storage is an obvious alternative
to surface storage, but high level dike 'dater ca!!. also play
a significant role in guaranteeing demand flows during
dry seasons. Stored dike water can be used to supplement
the stream flow in Honokane Nui during droughts. To give
an example of how it could be programmed as an alternative
to basal groundwater or surface storage, an examination was
made of the historicRl record at Gage 7510 to determine the
maximum cumulated deficit for consecutive months having
less than average flow (gross average of 825 mg/mos.) and
less than a flow of 600 mg/mos. For the case of the gross
average flow the maximum cumulated deficit was 1845 mg,
while for the fixed 600 r:tg/'J1.os. fl01,'" the maximum was 730 mg.
The KaeDing Tunnel (see ?hase II Report and a later section
on the tunnel in this report) had an initial storage of
greater than 5000 mg, far more than adequate to 3atisfy a
fixed flow of 825 mg/~os. throughout the deficit period if
it could be extracted from the dike compartments at conti-
nuous high rates. However, even if the tu~nel ~ere bulk-
headed to its ori;inal storage condition, the rate of flow
from storage might not be ~ble t~ may.e up the ~on~hly
deficits toward the end of a persiste~t dry period.
The maximu~ deficit for the less than 825 ills/TiOS.
flovlS accumulated over a series of te:1 months. '.lere the
Koelling Tunnel at its initial storage, the free release
of water over 300 days would be (see Phase II report 3.nd the
amendment on tunnels in this report):
v = 4.6 \1 - expo (f. - .001231 pool}
s .00123
= 1154 mg
which is 63% of the deficit. Once developed high level
dike water requires no man-made energy for delivery and
therefore it would be extremely valuable, even though it
might not be adequate to solve all deficiency proble~s.
For a fixed flow of 600 mg/mos. the maximum deficit
of 730 mg acclli~ulated over 5 months. The volu~e supplied
over this period of time from the hypothetical ori~inal
condition of Koelling Tunnel \'1ould be 630 mg, 86>; of the
cumulated deficit.
Percer.tile ::odel (Deficit - Surplus)
The percentile model is included to help visualize the
probabilistic nature of the occurrence of flows. Actually
the statistics of this ~odel are included in the flow
duration curves given in the Phase II 1eport, and the
digital tabulation b:r 5,~ time intervals of the historical
flows in table 5 merely expresses tje .05 probability of
occurrence of these flows.
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TABLE 5
PERCENTILE MODEL
KOHALA DITCH - POLOLU GAGE 7510
Q IN 5% INTERVALS FLOU DURATION
(FLOIi IN HG!MONTIl)
1928 - 1960
%TILE
RANGE JAN lED MAR APR HAY JUll JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
100-95 492 320 454 637 680 635 603 554 351 310 495 412
95-90 533 444 495 743 720 669 680 620 418 385 510 480
90-85 565 507 575 768 753 704 745 700 482 470 530 557
85-30 598 538 625 790 780 733 808 777 527 530 553 637
80- 75 623 563 675 810 811 758 861 834 654 566 578 690
75-70 648 588 725 830 839 779 81>9 870 673 599 620 724
70-65 667 607 775 846 859 794 908 897 685 622 668 757
65-60 681 621 822 856 875 807 919 910 697 642 701 781
60-55 694 636 854 866 892 (J19 943 922 709 662 718 793
55-50 715 650 811+ 877 910 832 972 932 723 681 728 802
50-45 737 668 893 888 929 8/.9 995 943 740 700 744 812
45-40 756 690 907 901 947 871 1033 953 757 721 760 822
40-35 775 716 919 918 9GB 895 1079 967 771 750 779 832
35··30 798 755 932 938 993 924 1110 989 785 778 815 853
30-25 823 790 945 964 1020 960 1133 1016 807 796 880 905
25-20 851 810 960 1004 1051 1004 1157 1050 834 810 944 960
20-15 884 8,30 985 1047 1089 1047 1180 1103 857 824 9114 1015
15-10 925 865 1045 1083 1132 1083 1203 1170 876 842 1020 1075
10- :i 935 965 1113 1130 1170 1135 1226 1250 896 870 1048 1139
5- 0 1040 1030 1165 1195 1204 1230 1249 13B3 926 910 1068 1259
Table 6 shows the deficits by 5~ i~tervals relative to
the Alexander demand model, and table 7 the corollary sur-
pluses. The listed deficits and surpluses have a .05,
or 1 year in 20 years, chance of occurrirg. ?he deficit
and surplus probabilities for each month ~ay be s~k~arized
as follows:
January
February
E:arch
April
?Tay
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Lxpectation that a
deficit will 0CC~
.25
.40
.30
.15
.45
.70
.45
.70
.95
.70
.35
.15
Zxpectation that a
surplus 1:111 occur
.75
.60
.70
:-\-5
.0
.50
.30
.55
.30
.05
.25
.65
. $5
These statistics are a tautological restatement of
plantation experience that the expectancy of water deficits
are 10lvest from [~ovember through April except for the
relatively high deficit probability eL~ibited for February,
which climatologically is also unusual in that its rainfall
is among the lowest of the months. The probability of
experiencing a deficit is nearly certain in September, and
also likely in JUDe, August and October. It is 3vicent
from the statistics, and unambi~uously certain fro~ expe-
rience, that the late sw:uner and early fall ::lonths Cit'e v-lnen
a need for supplementsry water is most desperately felt.
On the other hC:IJd the x.onth of .July, ",;h2n orogr::\~b.ic sho1IJers
are frequent in the ~ountains, has a deficit expectancy of
only .45.
?O
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TABLE 6
PERCENTILE MODEL (DEFICIT)
!tOlIALA DITCll - POLOLU CAGE 7510
Q ill 5% mTERVALS FWIJ DURATION
(DEFICIT IN 1lf~/HONTH)
1928 - 1960
% TIL!
RANGE JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SF.P OCT NOV DEC
DEMAND 628 626 744 788 910 946 969 1001 !lOS 796 694 617
100-95 136 306 290 151 230 311 366 447 554 486 199 20595-90 95 182 249 45 190 277 289 381 487 411 184 13790-85 63 119 169 20 157 242 224 301 423 326 16/, 60
85-80 30 a8 119 130 213 161 224 378 266 141
aO-75 5 63 69 99 188 108 167 251 230 116
75-70 38 19 71 161 80 131 232 197 74
70-65 19 51 152 61 104 220 174 26
65-60 5 35 139 50 91 2011 . 154
60-55 18 127 26 79 196 134
55-50 114 69 182 115
50-45 97 58 165 96
45-40 75 40 148 75
40-35 51 34 134 46
35-30 22 12 120 18
30-25 98
25-20 71
20-15 48
15-10 29
10- 5 9
5- 0
TABLE 7
PERC~TILE HODEL (SURPLUS)
KOHALA DITCH - POLOLU GAGE 7510
Q IN 5% INTERVALS FLOll DURATION
(SURPLUS IN HG/IlONTIl)
1928 - 1960
% TILE
RANGE JAN P!B MAR APR HAY JUN JUt AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
DEMAND 628 626 744 788 910 946 969 1001 905 796 694 617
100-95
95-~0
90-85
as-Sf) 2 20
eO-75 22 73
75-70 20 42 107
70-65 39 31 58 140
65-00 53 78 68 7 164
60-55 66 10 110 78 24 176
55-50 87 24 . 130 89 3 34 185
50-43 109 42 149 100 19 26 50 195
45-40 I:lS 64 163 113 37 64 66 i05
1.0-35 147 90 175 130 58 110 85 215
35-30 170 129 108 150 83 141 121 236
30-25 195 16 /, 201 176 110 14 164 15 126 288
25-20 223 HJI, 216 216 141 58 188 49 14 250 34)
21)-15 256 20/, 241 259 179 101 211 102 28 290 398
15-10 297 239 301 295 222 137 234 169 46 326 1,58
1(}- :; 357 339 369 342 260 189 257 249 74 354 522
5- 0 412 404 421 407 294 284 280 382 21 114 374 642
Svnthetic Hvdrologv Model
The historical record provides flow data for a short
interval in the possible life of a transmission syste~,
whether it is a stream, tunnel or ditch, and cannot be ex-
pected to incorporate the total ra~ge of flow over all
possible time. The usefulness of the historical record
can be ex~ended, however, by usin6 its statistical moments
to generate new flow series. The most co~on generating
scheme is the lag-l i;iarkov model \'I'hich, for normally
distributed flows, needs only the population mean, variance
and first order correlation coefficient. The monthly flows
at Gage 7510 are essentially normally distributed and there-
fore can be extended with a comparatively tractable version
of the lag-l mode'l.
The lag-l ~odel assumes that a flow is affected only
by the i~mediate preceding flow. If still earlier flows
affect the flow in question, more than one lag must be
computed and computational effort becomes formidable. In
Hawaii streams respond quickly to rainfall ard in any month
both the base flow and very high stages are likely to be
recorded, so that at most only the las-l assumption is
justifiable. Act~ally stream flo~s ~reater than base flow
reflect i~edi3te rainfall, which means that the lag-l
correlation coefficients of the model serve also to connect
rainfall dependency ~et~ee~: succeeding months.
In the gener2tin~ scrieme the flow of each Donth is
correlated with the flow of the precedin~ month to obtain
the leg-l correlatio~ coefficient. Table S lists these
"Po' • t ~ ., l.-. 1 . . ,coe:.i J..cJ..en s a.J..ong -.atn ot, ... ler re2V9.nt st.::'v:;.stlCa..L. par,":.n:lete:::'s.
The stro~gest correlations (~~.5) ~e:wee~ ~ebruary aLd
January, Ju~e and ~~y, August s~d July, Septenber and August,
October and September, I:ove:loer unc. Jctober, and December
and ~;ove:::ber. l'he correlation betwee!1 August 2nd July ell. = .75)
is especially strong 1 and a strong correlation continues in
the sequence of months from August throu6h Dece'Joer. As a
practical rule of thumb, if July provides less than normal
flows as a result of drought, similar flows are expectable
for the reminder of the year.
Except between February and January, and December and
November, the winter and sprin~ months correlate poorly
with their i~~ediate predecessors (~<.5). Also, the
correlation between July and June is extremely poor (p,. =.06)
and therefore it is r:.ot reasonable to predict a lengthy dry
or wet spell for summer and fall until the July flows are
measured. If judiciously used, the correlation coefficients
in conjunction with other statistical parameters illay serve
as a management tool.
~ith the data in table e and standard normal deviates
computed by the 30x-:·:uller method, a 1200 :nonths (100 years)
series of floHs was generated on the .. ar:g Co:nputer provided
b '1. ., '.~ • t T t '. y :~J..naLa ana ~ssoCla es, ~ a. The priilt-out of the standard
·~ormal deviates (~e2n= Q) standard jeviatio~=l) is given
as table 9.
Table 8
Statistical Parameters of Flows at Gage 7510 for the Period
1928 through 1960. Flow Units in Million Gallons per Month.
~Ionth (j) Mean Flow-~j
Std. Dev.
fi./j
Coeff. Var.
c.'1
til
0- Coeff. Carr. Std. Grror
/\JjJj-' A.-j,J-1
Jan.
Har.
April
June
July
I\ug.
3ept.
Oct.
IJov.
746
677
838
907
930
874
984
q~9
... )
729
676
758
156
177
185
146
145
175
190
203
125
159
181
.209
.261
.221
.161
.156
.200
.193
.212
.172
.235
.239
169.4
636.2
781.2
705.1
265.8
426.3
173.9
411.5
115.1
303.5
219.0
.68
.30
.15
.25
.65
.07
.80
.34
.77
.67
.79
':>9..-
.60
.23
.19
.25
.54·
.06
.75
.55
.60
.59
152
144
143
149
193
137
106
131
149
6"&3k
Dec. 817 205 .251 563.7 .22
1. 0. is the interc~pt value and t- the slope in the regression equation:
-32-
.70 149
2) ::- 0- + ...lr ~j _ I
TABLE 9
SYNTHE'rIC liODEL
RAf'mOH NlJl-fllER GENERATOR
KOHALA DITCH - POLOLU GAUGE 7510
lIlPUT:
m .. 0.000
8 .. 1.000
U.1. .. .300
Uh .. .200
YEM JAN FEn MAR APR HAY JlJN JUT. ATJG SEP OCT NOV DEl':
1 .t.79 1.475 -.807 1.138 -.317 -.047 -1.153 -1.192 .305 1.080 -1.226 -1.915
2 -.033 -.233 1.096 -.~64 2.01,2 -.9'J3 -.~41 .755 •(1)/! -.11,2 -.172 .'.25
3 1.615 .5 /!7 -1. 741 -1.373 -.516 .502 1. 787 .1'>29 -1.0S1 -1.603 -2.1,(;7- -.202
"
-.65 /! -1.032 -.753 .')97 -1.515 -.321 -1.855 -.051 1.107 .430 -.11)1j .020
5 -.40'1 .907 2.539 -.93/, 1.061 -.189 .123 -J173 -.OBS 1.4/!9 -.024 1.610
6 -.'113 -1.423 .241 .30(, .106 -.1.99 -.686 -.M,9 .516 -.6R3 .045 -.249
7 1.014 .340 -1.851 .0134 .084 .RIZ 2,/,48 1. 319 • 'J53 -.0~1 -.726 -.186
8 •'J/1 2 .355 -1.200 -.535 -.203 .4')') 2.592 .~79 -JI71
-.'.21 .559 .53')
9 .0(,2 -.506 -.938 -1.025 -.247 1.168 -.7135 .1CJ5 1.321 .no -1. 255 1. 227
10 -1.513 -.153 -.116 -.224 1.612 -.229 -.514 .t,,)3 -.440 -1.135 -.l(',} .173
11 -1. 76':> .911 -.Ol1 .418 .011 1.150 -1.0112 -1.637 .'HZ 1.593 -1.008 -.197
12 •6(;3 1.191 1.189 .(V,6 -1.057 -.::l12 •020 1. 15/• .05'; .7.11• -.624 -1. 2/,0
13 -1.590 .471 -.836 -1.031 -.138 .807. -.793 -.34f! -1.195 .6115 .2')1 -.330
14 -1,1.36 .213 .366 -.154 -1.205 1.430 1.679 .076 -.512 -.080 -.715 .391
15 .o.!9 • l'll .866 1.10R -.1l14 -1. ';87 -1.1.15 .(,2fi -.741 -1.347 .R77 -.569
16 .O:j9 -.116 .fi37 -1.500 -1.20/! .809 .050 .197 .652 -l.01(i -.514 -.7t.1
17 -.7.53 -.862 -.fi80 -1. 370 1.2/,9 .172 -.699 -1.227 -1.209 .012 -.O/,1l .316
18 2.7/,0 .5~3 -.IiQ1 .211 1.335 -2.5/,5 1. 339 .53(, -1.513 -.689 •.'192 .606
19 -.2·lJ -.5ll -.1';1) .7<15 -.117 .731 1.217 .704 .154 -.4fi7. -.37R -.2:'9
20 1.1(, 7 -.67 /, .n17 -.866 -.539 1.438 -.726 -,/,79 -.512 .711l 1.145 -.577
21 - ...WJ -.26;"\ .307 -.464 -.574 1.099 -.1)83 .028 1.089 -.65(, .247 -.791
22 -1.24', -1.914 .396 -.977 -.097 1. 599 .885 -.139 -.482 • JMJ -.](,11 -.7(,fi
23 .742 .52) -LOl1 -1.3R9 .613 .6')') .525 1. H,S -.9'1/, -.111 .459 -2.054
24 -.892 -.521 -. 'HO ./,75 -.661 -.:136 -1.1)15 -.044 -.IRO .759 -.7.34 -.(,59
25 -.501 1.697 -.1)26 1J!64 -.524 .M3' .676 .(,59 -.2(1) -.695 -1.0RO .191
26 -1.407 -.253 .t.9') -1.09S .794 .1,/,4 .575 .122 .504 1.167 .149 -.2/.2
27 -1.2IiJ -2.134 2.0(>') .233 -.738 -1.124 -1.373 .051 -LORI .5/.0 .125 -1.110
23 .712 .473 -.445 2.29/, .039 -.993 -.331 .412 -.560 .OlJ2 1.000 1. Ii I,ll
29 -.OH -.601 -.245 .854 1. 710 .J50 -.948 .7.39 .279 -.092 .416 -1.189
30 .106 -.513 -.380 .790 .925 -1.124 -.fi]3 1.415 -.930 .fi32 -.1,78 -.In
31 1.130 .5/,2 .200 -.069 -.771 -1.fi99 -.516 -.171 .41)5 .19? -.283 -.174
32 -1.524 • 5/,3 -.391 1. 005 -.322 -.514 .660 -.433 .657 -1. 1(,:~ .fi19 .223
33 -.206 1.270 1.6% -.095 -1.17/, .or,5 .R83 .737 .007 -.5113 -1.S0Z -.R76
34 -1.09/, -1.020 .764 .100 -1.017 1.237 -.93t) -.238 .356 .27.5 1.137 -1. 353
35 1. 700 .357 .519 -1.Q55 .716 -1.173 .616 .044 .117 1.616 .368 -1.0R7
36 .015 -.752 -1.234 .1l14 .503 1./,/,5 ./.92 .nq -.015 .345 -.374 -.555
37 -1.626 -.979 -.152 -.87/, 1.756 -.607 .871 1.(,39 1.529 -.675 -1.110 2.0lJO
.... J 38 -.190 .682 1.434 1.245 .432 .930 1.354 -.737 -.452 -.11l5 1.579 .203~ 39 -.258 -.020 .751 .802 .014 .R70 .7fl7 -.221 .399 1.259 -.199 -l.rno
t"'
tYJ
\.0 SIIEl':T.:2......Ol'~SIl~ETS
TABLE 9
YEAR JAN FEB HAR APR MAY .TUN JUT. AUG SF? OCT NOV nEe
40 -1.593 .326 .0/,7 1.897 -.288 -.195 1. 755 -.634 .277 -.535 -.141 -.161
41 .167 .243 -1.365 -1.020 -.537 .471 1.37/, .()44 -2.56() .674 -.6/,0 -.9()1
42 -.313 1. 887 -1.095 -.015 .1,92 1.754 -1.182 .772 .01l9 .fi72 1.291 .521
43 -1.140 -.453 -.643 -1.',90 -.176 -.10/, .144 .673 1.002 -.149 .191l 1.616
44 -.177 -.',03 -.1)04 -.812 -.593 -.202 •.176 -.052 2.1119 1.150 .223 -.525
45 -.271 -.710 ,(,1l2 1.1R3. -.331 1.0,}0 1.1))4 -. %3 -1.310 .1°5 .311l -.263
46 .079 -.2')3 .,,, . .117 -.3fJ1 -.042 -1.551 -.11)4 -1.157 -1.291 .016 -1. 222• L.IJf+
47 -.172 .142 -1. laO .153 -.961 -.9')3 2.045 1.028 .159 -1. 17() -.681 -.R21
/,8
-1. 7'lJ -.6!,4 -1.102 -,1,91 1.321 -1.294 2.199 1.572 -.1l()4 .675 .625 -.057
49 1. 458 -1.R99 .1l55 -.09/, -1.1l6R 1.S15 -.71l1 -.870 -Lon -.06R 1.R27 .550
50 -.652 '-. R52 .249 .R97 .501 -1.1.39 -.U5 .295 3.11,3 1. 351 1. Rill -.993
51 -2.6(,0 -.6'll -.360 1.093 -.5'37 -.9114 .184 .573 -1. 955 -.124 -.705 1.641
52 .837 -.41,2 1.020 .lJ39 -.020 -.76r, .758 -.741 -.098 -.156 .1112 -.673
53 .677 .91,5 -.204 1.21l8 -.746 .1,48 -1.094 1.651 1.169 .214 2.577 .214
54 2.'.15 -1.049 -.134 -.50h -.179 2.115 -1.144 1.1l42 -1.02 Il 1.5211 -.117 1.393
55 -. /,41 -.303 -.405 .226 -.011 2.035 -,1,25 -1.1182 -.IAO .044 -.628 .657
56 -1.693 .4:;2 1.251 -.171 -.51,6 .777 -.051 -l./,3R -.931 .3911 1.172 -.163
57 -.017 -.792 .992 .246 .454 -.150 1.180 .431 .41i9 .616 .U2 -.077
58 -.O4:l .191 .971 -.01>6 -.71l8 2.050 -.1)57 -.0:!/, .265 .152 -1.1)29 .76(,
59 .629 1.176 -.104 -.909 -.146 .441 -.1,8/, -1,1,33 .1l34 -.420 -2.1116 -.105
/'iO .277 -.or36
-.815 .117 1.471, .104 .1,79 .:197 .92~ .173 .031 1.0:12
61 -.730 .51,6
-1. 911 -.322 -.933 2.155 .~R6 .521 1.290 -.495 -1.773 2.355
62 -1.020 .271 .045 .251 S3IJ .202 .197 • t.l')l -1.119 -.391 .1)29 -.797
63 -.3:15 .636 -.086 .616 -.297 -.140 .383 -. ql,l .312 .65/, 1.1')2 1. 729
M -.260 .585 1.013 .3')0 .14R -1.221 .502 1.155 .2 Q2 .453 -1.129 -.163
65 .641 -.176 -1.321 -.118 .657 -.311 .11>5 -.003 .il99 .119 1.530 .006
66 1.239 1.637 1. 903 .178 .135 .51'l -1.562 -.Y07 -.71>3 -.966 -.25lJ -.196
67 1.373 -1.1)3·) -.239 1. 236 .196 -.163 .295 -.330 .308
-1.6"4 -.955 -.593
68 1. 997 -1.023 1.411 -1.113 .02r, -.501l -.773 -.577 .R17 -.0:>1 -.196 1.117
69 1.269 .071 1.0:;0
-1.171 -.503 .ttl:'1 .%3 -1.11)3 .401 .011 .7R9 .1,17
70 -1.)115 1.022 -2.035 -1.067 .361 .317 -.700 -1.536 .57<) 1.15J -.735 .367
71 .125 .754 -1.031 -.491, -.123 -1,1139 .565 -./,55 -.743 -.622 .154 -.4713
72 2.435 .41,3 -.610 2,1,13 1.062 -.557 -.073 -.225 .299 .635 .4116 -.01.0
73 -.1>68 .303 -1.312 .447 .171 -.439 .925 .571 .3/,2 -.150 .741 -.710
74 .150 -.151 1.232 -.944 -.290 -.143 .126 -.(,63 -.6fl7 -.117 1.449 -.344
75 -.341 1.675
- • .'>22 ./,50 -2.704 1.955 -.511 1.(,11 -1.0il7 .631 .076 -1.1613
76 -1.4(,3 2.10Q
-.511 2.074 -.165 .419 .1l61 .n7 1.393 -.240 -.310 -.059
77 -.333 .079 -.001 .181 1.377 -1.624 -.3)/, .124 .269 2.169 -.1t17 -1. 742
78 -.1l39 .18 t, -.693 -.174 -.221, .134 1.1,71 -.345 -2.410 1.268 -1.61>3 .447
79 .117 -1.781 -.156 .2% 1. 1,19 1.142 .270 .719 -1.278 .1364 -.6112 .640
80 .2% -1.190 -.785 1. 1,49 .031 -.921 .393 .124 .527 .01>7 -.049 1.070
81 -.051, -.094 -. ')21, .134 -1.209 -1.227 -1.111, -1.191 1.o/,f) .6()9 .472 1.445
82 -Lon -.723 1. 7117 .297 -.1,31 .051 -1.546 ,1,61 -.490 -.251, .!l01 .120
83 .713 -.5 /,1 -.156 .%6 .31l3 .195 .425 1.736 -.709 -.269 -.117 -2.343
84 .2')9 1. 516 -1.111 -. ',51 .9'16 .IlBS 1. 084 .277 -.538 1.127 1.720 -.1/10
85 .325 .035 .077 -.118 2.055 -1.159 1.190 .671 -.713 -.646 .488 .772
..
-- .- _.. '-.-
..-; 86 - •.525 -.171 .316 .116 -.479 -.307 1.734 .343 -1.024 -.2911 .767 1.734
~ 87 .013 -1. 747 -.517 .600 .109 -2.736 1.033 -.304 1.557 .854 -.028 .911
t"" 88 .993 -2.598 1.744 -.01>1 -1.518 .393 -.742 .571 -.231 .361l -1.403 -.929
tJ:l
\C
Sill! I':T.:..1.-°1"..:.2-SHEETS
I'
TABLE 9
YEAR JAN FEn MAR APR MAY JlJN .nlL AIlG SEJ' ocr NOV DP.C
89 .174 -2.221 -.684 - •.0;02 -.157 -.130 1.063 -1.251 -1. 315 -.078 .499 -.281
90 -.407 -.719 -.746 .684 -.755 -1.323 -1.652 .495 .79') .on] -1.599 -.406
91 -.35.', 2.073 .122 -.897 1.389 -.599 -1. /,43 -.737 -1.416 -.882 .603 1.323
92 -.671 -1.681 ./JS9 .9,)() -.311 .170 -1.198 -.232 .807 .4 /,6 -.133 -.177
93 -1,')1;2 -.685 -. Of)!, .675 -.301) -1.237 .203 -.538 -.251 -.192 -.785 .027
q4
-.5)1. 1.130 -.9S9 -1..'555 1.141, -.424 -1.320 -.791 -.31j1) .633 -.430 1,57S
95 2.300 1.224 -1.13/. .022 -.574 -.989 -.481 1.265 -1.149 -.661) - • .'59() -2.040
96 1.078 -.350 1. 91/, -1.902 -.1,67 -.163 1.'105 ./,52 .975 .577 -.184 1.006
97 1.996 -1.224 .924 .999 .459 .779 .113 .677 .816 1.524 -.116 -1. 379
98 -2.244 -.361 .543 -1.025 -.653 -.501 1.083 1.348 1.302 -.688 1.415 -.029
9') .17'3 -.181 -1. 330 .959 .035 ··,078 1.105 ,041 1.2(,? -1,392 1.619 1,545
100 .043 .293 ,818 .137 -,lSI -,/,23 -.566 .1)99 .326 ,077 .069 .021
SJ1~ET.2-OF2-SIIEETS
Table 10 is a print-out of the 100 years of siill~ated
flows cOffi?ated by the lfurko~v la~-l wadel. ~hese flows
belong to a different time series set than the historical
f101,'JS and theoretically could occar as ta'oJllated if the life
of the system were illiir:itely lor:g and the flow process
were stationary, that is, the statistical paraneters des-
cribing flow frequencies remained constant over ti~e. A
comparison of interest between the historical and simulated
records is the lowest flow noted for each month, which are
as follows (flows in nillion gallons):
Lowest historical
floH
Lowest lag-l flow
Difference
Lowest historical
flow
Lowest lag-l flow
Difference
Jan.
463
377
86
.July
566
558
8
Feb.
242
267
25
527
567
40
468
495
27
Sept.
317
482
165
~,Dr.
543
656
113
Oct.
280
373
93
660
630
30
rove
512
271
241
June
619
399
220
Dec.
376
350
26
In sL"\: of the mont~'1s (Jan., ~,:ay, June, July, r:ov., Dec.) the
simulated 100 year low flow is less than historically recorded;
in the other six :'1orlths (Feb., I·:arch, April, Aug., Sept.,
Oct.) experienced lo~ flows are less than the 100 year co~?uted
values. The ':lor:ths of June, Septemoer and I;overJber ShOI'1
significant di.:'ferences bet'v',een historical and si2ulatec.
low floi{s, but the other mor-ths show reasonably close fits.
It is possijle that so~e of the very low historical flows
reflect ditch :;:ainte::-.ance operations i·:nen 'vlater v:o.s diverted
from the system before reachins Gage 7510. 7he lOtl simulated
flOvlS suggest ~hat ir: at ler3s"t 3D: ;}0:1~i:3 cf the :tear trl.e
-33-
TAnLEIO
SYNTlmTIC HonEL
100 YEI\R nOl~ SnlUUTl:ON
KOHALA DITCH - P()J."T,11 GAUGE 7510
(n()l~ IN Mr./MONTH)
YEAR JAN MAR MAY JlIN JUL AUG SF.P OCT nov DEC
1 805.8 94~.7 744.9 1077.9 921.9 865.0 331.8 667.4 651.3 756.8 661.8 410.2
2 549.2 56S.41014.9 819.6 1132.4 715.1 748.8 948.8 793.6 706.1 759.7 901.0
3 985.9 846.2 555.2 656.2 732.5 947.5 1268.5 1233.0 722.0 464.2 270.9 617.1
4 573.1 446.6 655.3 1011.9 801.3 721.1 626.4 740.1 758.8 753.6 793.4 834.2
5 702.7 817.5 1327.1 371.4 1040.4 848.8 973.9 943.6 714.4 851.0 894.3 1177.8
6 796.7 451.3 837.0 950.0 966.1 824.3 857.3 808.3 727;0 586.3 692.8 746.6
7 840.5 764.8 519.1 856.0 912.9 1014.6 1406.2 1430.8 938.6 822.8 781.1 737.9
8 850.3 770.5 633.4 791.9 843.4 954.9 1375.7 1338.2 732.0 661.6 318.9 942.8
9 811.2 011.7 654.5 725.8 302.6 1063.9 1043.9 1061.3 .898.9 897.1 772.0 1062.4
10' 669.1 625.7 806.6 869.0 1106.4 846.7 894.5 990.1 696.4 505.7 600.3 800.1
11 518.0 759.4 852.1 968.9 964.6 1077.5 1013.7 690.3 721.0 874.5 785.8 787.3
12 815.9 901.6 109~.6 964.9 832.0 725.0 865.2 1118.8 793.5 754.5 739.3 567.5
13 433.6 657.9 632.2 730.4 818.3 1006.1 991.8 819.7 557.9 630.4 759.3 752.5
14 531.0 645.9 893.3 868.7 762.4 1111.7 1388.6 1209.7 770.4 696.7 682.0 863.8
15 773.3 820.2 1023.8 1128.6 949.4 598.1 619.0 850.7 614.3 417.3 665.2 674.7
16 692.2 616.6 945.6 716.1 630.6 997.3 1090.7 1055.2 829.3 618.6 645.7 634.6
17 630.4 493.7 677.9 681.6 961.6 906.4 922.4 714.6 517.7 519.1 626.7 336.0
18 1096.7 878.2 732.3 915.9 1103.8 441.9 8nO.4 950.5 572.5 - 470.0 709.1 920.0
19 766.3 593.1 757.6 1003.6 943.0 1002.7 1244.4 1231.5 865.1 718.7 743.1 767.1
20 868.9 601.5 826.1 782.1 797.1 1115.~ 1089.4 939.6 6~8.5 725.4 971.1 773.7
21 624.0 592.5 9r,7.9 866.9 838.4 1059.4 1010.7 979.6 345.5 679.1 792.4 672.5
22
23
524.7 281.3 831.5 767.5 843.1 1147.0 1317.6 1039.0 728.3 720.6 771.8 671.0
772.0 774.6 673.2 678.0 832.0 9QZ.7 1146.7 1252.1 737.9 6(,8.4 811.4 431.5
YEAR JAN FF.:B MAR APR MAY
TABLE 10
JUN JUL Aun SEP OCT NOV DEC
24 458.6 497.1 636.9 934.5 8~3.9 714.4 648.5 754.3 615.3·688.2 737.3 680.7
2S 621.2 925.8 773.5 1101.2 970.1 990.1 1163.6 1176.4 779.6 624.6 577.3 795.3
26 560.4 574.1 903.3 765.5 951.0 953.0 1120.7 1093.9 829.2 901.1 956.6 834.6
~7 596.3 266.7 1132.4 993.8 3~9.1 639.6 557.7 717.2 531.5 597.2 737.3 588.4
23 730.6 752.5 772.0 1218.3 1107.8 713.2 748.6 890.6 647.7 626.9 848.2 1170.0
29 905.3 625.4 783.2 1016.9 1197.6 954.5 930.3 968.1 760.3 687.7 821.1 604.4
30 687.2 571.1 747.8 1001.0 1093.4 689.4 754.0 1063.3 674.7 716.4 728.4 769.4
31 865.3 807.1 914.8 912.3 838.6 570.4 669.4 745.0 696.4 676.3 721.6 770.8
32 534.6 703.1 172.0 1036.0 959.8 786.2 995.6 883.8 767.0 554.5 741.2 056.2
33 733.1 890.4 1188.5 962.7 816.5 877.2 1097.7 1150.9 800.6 654.3 546.4 575.5
34 499.1 425.2 926.3 938.7 822.8 1032.3 1035.6 940.1 7~7.7 726.5 945.2 612.9
35 872.5 777.9 952.3 780.3 949.5 669.5 894.9 914.2 124.2 832.5 970.2 673.4
36 682.4 528.9 584.4 972.1 1026.4 1133.4 1257.2 1158.4 801.1 774.4 738.0 717.8
37 497.7 431.6 761.5 763.2 1069.9 777.9 1015.3 1255.4 991.4 7R6.2 702.3 1203.8
38 901.0 842.2 1131.3 1140.9 1103.2 1053.1 1304.1 1022.0 707.0 635.7 910.1 913.3
39 757.7 677.1 974.5 1041.3 1006.9 1031.5 1211.3 1055.0 804.3 894.3 906.1 663.4
40 476.9 646.9 840.7 1175.7 1038.9 847.8 1183.2 968.4 760.2 630.6 703.5 767.4
41 744.3 717.7 593.0 715.4 761.6 944.1 1211.8 1101.5 525.6 610.0 622.7 595.7
42 605.8 953.2 693.9 873.5 972.1 1183.5 1037.4 1150.7 808.7 847.9 1061.9 1019.1
43 695.9 583.1 702.4 669.6 781.1 845.0 978.5 1070.0 870.3 762.7 878.4 1171.7
44 886.7 652.8 723.4 769.5 733.8 828.1 993.9 956.0 946.8 1012.8 1035.1 811.5
45 709.6 544.6 915.6 109~.2 9R9.9 1063.8 1272.6 1033.0 575.2 ~11.3 747.3 760.7
46 730.2 622.1 864.1 928.7 904.8 864.7 781.1 778.0 546.4 373.1 518.8 498.5
47
48
554.1 674.2 623.1 914.6 816.7 691.1 1092.3 1196.9 832.8 603.7 612.3 607.5
426.5 466.0 595.9 7~9.7 1028.4 654.9 1107.1 1297.9 773.~ 796.3 934.3 363.7
407.8 452.0 727.3 1039.7 935.6 709.1 871.1 991.0 545.2 496,4 523.6 1062.1
949.3 418.9 942.0 914.2 705.8 1122.4 1088.1 872.5 538.856t.9 903.4 972.6
735.6 528.8 853.8 1037.0 1060.9 675.6 770.2 883.4 1015.1 1064,4 1110.8 301.6
q
II
I
I
I
49
50
51
JAH FEB HM APR HAY
TABLE 10
.nJI. AUG SET' OCT NOV
52 963.6 672.5 1022.5 1076.2 1018.2 746.5 975.5 828.1 670.9 612.2 756.6 684.3
53 769.9 845.2 834.1 1083.4 936.2 952.7 910.5 1195.B 953.4 872.0 1247.4 1019.7
54 1142.5 624.5 803.2 828.5 866.0 1273.8 1165.7 1378.2 781.0 911.2 930.3 1147.9
55 842.0 655.8 760.2 97.3.~ 937.1 1230.0 1220.4 778.7 644.3 618.2 630.8 904.2
56 573.8 699.1 1069.7 928.5 874.7 1005.8 1084.9 774.4 567.7 606.1 851.3 816.4
57 741.0 540.7 991.1 972.1 1020.3 819.2 1112.A 1116.4 834.0 834.0 901.1 348.7
58 754.4 712.1 1021.6 933.8 848.1 1226.3 17.63.7 1119.2 814.7 785.6 712.3 952.4
59 886.3 921.5 867.6 784.2 846.2 945.0 980.9 704.9 718.5 614.1 445.5 693.7
60 724.2 655.3 635.5 896.1 1104.1 939.8 1097.8 1177.9 902.7 828.6 881.6 1070.5
61 764.3 775.7 510.4 726.1 712.4 1269.7 1342.2 1258.0 968.5 792.1 67.1.2 1214.2
62 809.1 743.1 859.3 946.7 1022.8 916.0 1043.0 1161.8 670.0 5R1.4 802.8 675.3
63 570.8 733.0 834.3 993.4 940.0 815.7. 934.3 799.6 701.1 719.3 93R.5 1232.0
64 902.9 826.3 1051.7 998.7 997.3 665.5 877.4 1092.2 807.5 793.1 705.3 766.6
65 803.0 665.1 595.5 814.2 960.4 734.4 891.1 903.8 798.5 769.2 1010.1 907.5
66 948.2 1019.5 1251.~ 1042.1 1018.9 971.1 866.7 804.0 595.4 451.7 545.8 6~9.4
67 850.0 526.3 755.4 1072.5 1042.8 813.7 976.0 813.5 706.0 442.5 448.4 598.4
6e 895.5 550.6 1069.1 766.9 858.1 779.9 809.6 758.6 736.7 677.4 731.7 1023.2
69 1000.9 770.1 1047.2 7H2.7 801.2 945.5 1088.6 823.2 7]8.9 669.9 355.2 930.8
70 630.0 813.9 495.4 638.5 918.2 1015.9 1011.5 714.7 696.6 825.4 775.5 3~4.8
71 797.2 821.4 670.2 804.0 859.0 617.4 846.1 800.~ 595,7 496.0 634.6 682.6
&&\,...L8.~D4JiJhm&t
72 988.6 830.3 753.9' 1234.4 1235.3 781.1 899.3 871.0 726.4 755.~
73 677.0 706.9 605.6 924.4 960.3 799.4 1019.5 1088.5 811.1 718.2
879.1 348.7
887.5 720.2
YEAR JAN FEB liAR APR MAY
TABLE 10
J1J!': JUt AUG SE'!' ocr NOV DEC
74 720.5 643.1 1064.2 818.1 846.9 807.9 946.1 823.4 610.1 543.5 839.8 776.2
M~EW..aw..
75 684.7 942.2 795.7 962.3 629.6 1193.7 1180.0 1347.3 763.7 783.1 853.2 619.1
76 472.3 946.9 793.6 1192.5 1062.9 960.4 1162.7 1102.5 971.3 827.1 773.8 810.5
77 633.9 656.4 833.2 931.61111.? 603.3 721.5 859.7 719.3 947.2 920.2 523.3
78 509.4 633.2 703.4 855.8 875.1 902.2 1191.9 1022.6 509.4 674.1 541.5 833.7
79 793.2 389.3 752.4 923.5 1114.5 1086.9 1191.4 1206.2 692.5 759.5 741.4 937.1
80 837.8 503.9 660.9 1077.0 1025.0 719.8 907.9 935.5 773.1 717.7 734.8 1035.7
81 839.0 690.4 672.7 923.7 794.0 649.6 661.2 567.3 688.3 731.4 363.2 1135.0
82 757.3 557.6 1138.9 1008.4 931.6 883.4 797.3 927.5 667.6 597.3 798.9 854.0
83 851.9 618.6 7cl.6 1028.5 1042.5 951.2 1100.3 1330.2 795.2 691.0 752.? 355.3
84 572.5 883.0 677.0 811.4 1000.3 1014.2 1250.8 1162.8 745.4 858.7 1125.9 902.4
85 825.6 716.7 859.3 866.2 1158.9 687.9 982.] 1071.8 699.3 570.6 737.1 961.6
86 746.4 647.9 889.6 ~33.6 885.7 817.1 1155.6 1118.1 685.3 604.3 800.4 1171.2
87 909.3 431.9 695.3 963.7 973.8 399.1 733.4 760.1 811.3 847.4 891.0 1019.4
83 971.5 307.1 1081.4 946.3 765.8 931.7 937.7 1028.7 731.5 725.2 615.8 537.8
89 663.1 273.1 633.4 795.5 850.9 345.5 1094.4 811.7 543.0 526.3 703.3 743.9
90 661.8 528.0 672.7 971.2 872.2 637.7 583.9 807.9 752.7 694.1 565.9 674.0
91 574.0 974.8 919.4 796.2 1040.1 777.2 723.7 672.4 481.5 376.9 597.6 1024.0
92 756.6 394.6 870.8 1047.7 967.5 906.4 859.8 846.5 768.1 762.6 809.8 799.2
93 542.8 495.9 301.2 995.1 940.5 653.5 ~3~.7 771.5 634.6 554.8 559.8 757.4
94 652.0 839.1 690.4 658.0 936.1 800.2 757.9 691.9 594.3 656.2 686.6 1103.2
95 1163.8 1017.7 699.5 882.9 846.9 695.0 777.8 1052.4 628.6 515.9 554.0 349.7
96 667.3 592.5 1168.9 703.1 7fi3.7 832.5 1139.6 1156.5 399.5 878.1 869.1 1051.0
97 1102.0 582.0 937.D 1077.6 1077.5 1020.8 1117.8 1152.5 882.1 986.7 9~O.5 622.7
98 377.2 498.3 901.2 774.4 779.1 775.4 1039.9 1220.5 955.8 757.8 1008.7 893.5
S1lRET--2.-OF_5_SlIEETS
JAN FEB !-fAR APR MAY
TAllLE 10
JUN JUL AtT(; SEP OCT NOV DEC
99 803.2 664.4 593.9 994.4 981.2 864.0 1114.8 1042.9 R86.2 615,3 921,5 1173,9
100 915.0 780.5 1007.2 959.8 939.8 800.n 853.1 1000.7 777.Q 721.9 803.6 836.2
100 year lo~ flow has not yet been experie~ced.
The chief reason for ge~er2ti~~ 3~ expanded flow series
is for the eval~atio~ of le~gth, severity a~d di3trit~tio~
of dro~ghts. The Zo~ala ~itch ~rstem has practically ~o
storage and agriculture depe~ds on daily flo~s collected
from. strearYlS draining to the syster.J..lIithout storage,
vagaries of weather in the Awini and Honokane drainage
basins dictate agricultural practices in the irrigated
region. If the frequency distribution, length and severity
of droughts can be reasonably estimated, the long term
economic feasibility of an agriculture dep8rlc.ing on surface
water as its chief supply for irrigation ca~ be assessed.
Periods of low flow (droughts)
Dry weather in the drainage area of the ditch system
causes below nor~al flows, the continuation of whicri for
long periods of time implies drought conditiors. The defini~
tion of a drought differs from one situation to another; in
some cases prolonged dry periods may have minimal effects
on agriculture whiJe in others .short periods of belO1'1 normal
rainfall Gav be disastrous. The irrigated portion of the
Kohala agriculturc.l re~ion is detrimentally dffected by
relatively stort dry periods lL.'11ess grou:A';iater is pu..'1lped
to the ditch level.
For Kohala, a reaso~able definition of a drought would
include 6.11 periods in l"lhich thrse or 2.ore cor:.secutive
months experienced less th~~ normc.l ditch flow. Jrought
i~tensity ~ay be further c~te50rized as 3evere, ~oderate
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and ordinary. A severe drought is ~efi~ed as a ru~ of J
O .... ..., ~ 0.1"" 10"·' 1"10',,' durilJ.z ',:nic:1 at least o:-::e ofor nore r::J. nlJd.::> n ~
the wonths has a flow atcu~ ~o .A) ,J or
the others r:ave flows abo'J.t 50,; to 75,~ of .:-~or::lal. 32cause
the coefficie~t 0: variation of t~e distri~'J.tio:-:: of all
stated a ,-.,..:>.
~i..
q - 2. .L-
IJj
A moderate
~ ~ ~ -
.e:- g, !=:
:Jdrought
1 :-:lonth
[;. _ I .A.--.;' -t..~ 2 mo r, t h s
is defined as a run of J or more mo~ths
when the flo11 li8s betvJeen one and tVIO standard davis t iOLS
below normal, or:
j~ -..z ~I::.. $( !5:.. Ii -/~. -t::' J months
Severe and moderate droughts as defined above are
relatively infre.quert. However, dry periods are CO:U::1O::
and their freque~cy of occurrence causes inco::veLie~ces for
agriculture. These periods are classed as ordinary drouzhts
and are arbitrarily defined as any series of 3 or ~ore
months 1jlhich stufer lo';rer than Lorr:1al flo'l'Js, stated as:
,t ~ 3 :nor:ths
/
As defined above, ordinary droughts include sev~re and
moderate drou;hts as sub-sets.
In the evaluation ',lhi(:h follo-;ls both the histori:al 2=-.::
lag-l models are analyzed to establish the leL~th, freq~ency
and severity of drou~hts and their ?robacilities of occurrence.
The models yield generally similar corclusions, ~lthough tl:e
ar.d modera te drOll ;r-.t s. ;{ovI8ver, ~:,[;e total set of droL:..;ht s
T'\""pnl' ct-e'"' \"-r .... he l~ - 1 '.nOQ~p.las ....... ~"'-- .-J \..c -'J V.J. a-.::,-.J.... --
. .
experience of the historical ~eccrd.
Table .111ist:s the severs a::-:.d moderate drot.:.;hts i:nplied
by low flo\J periods extracted from the USGS r€ccrd at 7510
between 1928 and 1965, a~d t~e same cate~ories extracted
from the 100 year 1a6-1 si::1uletion. h set of 4 cor:secutive
mOLths (July throu~h October) in 1930, ~dhen the historical
record ShOidS each ~or:th to have a flovJ Z'g-2 A.. , is r.ot
included because the probability of such an occ~rrence is
extraordinarily sli3; it is not clear why these months are
so deficient in flow but the likeliest explanation involves
maintenance problems. Excluding this sequence, in 37 years
of record (extended to 1965 to include dry years early in
the decade) 4 severe droughts totallin6 14 months and 5
moderate droughts totallin~ 17 months were experie~ced.
Historically, therefore, severe and moderate drou0hts
accounted for 7~ of the time, and one or the other could be
expected to occur about once in four years. The lag-l model
predicts that severe and ~oderate drou~hts should account for
4 3-" ... t' .• /'J 01 ne tlme and have an eXfectatior: occurrence of once
in about six and a half ysars. The differe~ce between the
models su;gests that ~te last 37 years has jeen sl~;htly
abnormal in experiencing bad drougtts.
Tablel1 also gives the expected lengths of S2vere and
moderate droughts these ler.Lgth3.
The siD~lation and historic3l ~odels are In relatively good
of tte severe a~d
moderate droughts are of 3 to 4 months duratior: ar-cd that
none is lOhger th2n 5 months.
~lso included in table 11 is the expectation of drought
occurrence for each ~or:th of the year. 30th ~odels co~firm
that moderate ar:d severe drou;tts happer: ~ost frequeEtly
i;: the sequence of mOEths fro:n July through Jece:nber, but
that drought is likely to occur with nearly equal probability
in any nonth of the year. At first 61aEce this seems to
be a rather surprising conclusior: because the silllli~er-fall
months are the ones most noticed and remembered, but in
SWTh~er and fall plant requirements are greatest and lack
of water most harmful, while in the winter and spring months
plant requirements are lower and not as much irrigation is
required.
Ordinary d~oughts
Ordinary droughts as defined include moderate and severe
droughts, which hO',IJever account for only a small fraction
of the total set of droughts. Table 12 gives the frequencies
of ordinary droughts as extracted from the historical record
and the lag-l simulation model. Both models agree with each
other in showing a high frequency of occurrence of droughts,
with about 35;; of all months falling in a sequence of 3 or
more nonths of less than normal flow, and with the exceptation
of drought in 3 out of 4 years. It is this high frequency
of occ:.rrrence of 3 or more Glonths of 'Jelow r:ormal flo..: which
is responsible for the seemingly permanent claim that drought
-37-
Table 11
Severe and Moderate Droughts
Kohala Ditch System
Historical Record 1928
- 1965
1. Severe
1933 : Sept. -Oct. -I\ov.
1955: Jan. -Feb. -Barch
1955- 56: Nov. -Dec. -J"nn.
1965 : T"1ay -June
-
July
-
Aug.
-
Sept.
Total no. years occurrence --- 4
Lag - 1 Model
1. Severe
June-July-huG·-Sept.
lJec.-Jall. - Feb. - I'·lar.
Oct. - ~ov. - Dec.
Total no. years occurrence ••• J
Total months drought... 11
Total months drou~ht
2. hoJerate
------ 14
2. Moderate
1 C "'4 ...'.) Oct. - Nov. - Dec. Total No. years occurrence--12
1935: July - Aug. - Sept. Total months drought---- 40
, 01 (J'
.J.. 7'} • Har . - I\pr.
1943-44: Nov. Dec. - Jan. -Feb. -Mar.
1961: July - Aug. - Sept.
Total no. years occurrence----5
70tal months drou~ht ------- 17
.::J
Table J1 (continued)
3. Length of moderate and severe droughts
Consecutive months C/D4/. "/0
3 of Total 4 of Total 5 of Total
Historical 7 78 2 22
.- .. ~ ~ ] 9 60 6 40J..JC-·l~-- ~
Lt. Frequency of moderate and severe droughts by months
toTan. Feb. £.1ar. Apr. Hay June
Htstorical
Frequency: ~/o 9.7 6.5 9.7 3.2 6.5 3.2
La[;·-l
Fre'1uency: "/IS 5.9 5.9 9.8 5.9 5.9 5.9
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Historical
oj"Frequency: 9.7 9.7 12.9 6.5 12.9 9.7
Lag-l
Frequency: 0/0 9.8 9.8 11.8 9.8 9.8 9.8
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is i~ progress or 115S just ~een expel~ie~ced~
The statistics of le~gth of ar~i~ary ~rou;hts are
sUD.:larized in table 12. :·:ost CO::h-:lon d:~o:.l;hts are restricted
to 3 or 4 months (the ~edia~ i~ both ~odels ~s 4 mo~ths),
yet historically o~e ordi~ary drought we~t O~ for 14 nontts
and in the lag-l model a drought of 11 ~onths ~as ~enerated.
About 75:~ of all droughts have le~gths of 6 mOEths 0r less.
Table 12 also gives the probability of drought occurr-
ence for each mo~th. As in the case of severe and ~oderate
droughts, the frequency of ordinary droughts is not greatly
different cmon; the months. ~pril is the month of 10we3t
expectation in both models, while June has the highest
expectancy by the historical period and December by the
lag-l simulation, though June also has a high expectancy
in the la:s-l model ard December in the historical model.
The s~~er and fall ~onths in each model have a better than
lout of 3 chance of suffering drought.
Coo.~erts Or: Drou~hts
Ordinary droughts, defined as a consecutive run of 3
or more ::lonths of sub-r..orr:J.al flm-l, are relatively con:nOl1,
include about 35~~ of all ~onths on a long ter~ ~asis, and
can be expected approximately once every 1.5 years, but
:noderate ar.d severe droughts are i!'.i'requent, account.ir:g for
., , 5· 1 .t:' .... hor.u..y aoout ,) 0.1. ,",ue total months and havin~ an expecta~cy
of about one in five years. :~n ordinary c.rou6ht can persist
for as lo::g as a year, 21t:.;Ol;.;;ll :'lOSt are 3 ~o 4 L1Jnt~s ir:
-1{.0-
Table 12
Ordinary Droughts
Kohala Ditch System
1. Frequency
r~o • Years ,;~ Years No. J1os. ,1 Total r:Ionthsit}
Historical (1928-60) 25 I 75.6 136 34. e
Lag-l (100 years) 76 76.0 428 35.7
') Lellgth o,l1d frequency of length.- .
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Historic:11
"'r 3Gries 7 7 4 3 2 1 1 11,0 •
• total 5.4 7.2 5.1 4.6 4.1 2.3 2.6 3.6IV mos.
La~"-l
.. ~ 0
series 32 21 13 9 £5 3 2 2 11,0 •
./ total 8.0 7.0 5.4 4.5 4.7 2.0 1.5 1.7 0.9.,) lilOS •
3 • nronght frequency by rl10nths
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. r/lay June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Hov. Dec.
Hi3torical 36.4 30.3 27.3 24.2 33.3 42.4 41.9 41.9 31.3 36.4 36.4 36.4
Lag-l 41.0 36.0 30.0 25.0 30.0 36.0 36.0 39.0 3£5.0 36.0 36.0 44.0
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leLgth, \~hile moderate and severe droughts last uo longer
than 5 ~onths and average J months in length.
The statistics show that prooaoility of drought is
not greatly di~ferent among the months of the year, though
moderate and severe drou;hts are slightly ~ore frequent in
late sum.rner and fall. ::inter droughts are not as noticeable
as the s~%~er-fall droughts because irriga~ion demand is
lower then. Below-normal flows in the months of September
and October are especially hard on agriculture because
normal flows for these months are among the lowest for the
year.
Although most droughts are mild, irrigated agriculture
would suffer serious setbacks ~~less supplemental ground-
water were available because the ditch system has very
little surface storage. The surplus flows of the ditch are
not saved for use during dry periods and at best are used
to recharge the ground\'later aquifer. Fortunately ditch
flow is not absolutely a function of meteorological probabili-
ties; high-level water from Honokane IIui yields an assured
minimu~ ditch flow. of nearly 10 mgd whether or not it rains.
~rithout this input, periods of zero and very low ditch flow
would be co~on and it is not likely that irrigated agricul-
ture could have been or could 88 successful.
The :':arkov L~g-l simulat ion nodel reflects the historical
record within reaso~ably close liGits, especislly iiith re~ard
to duration and frequency of ordi~2ry drou;hts. Tte 1ag-1
mOdel, however, is not ~eant to be a rep1ic3tio~ of the
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historical record but is devised to create a long fluw
series from which the probabilistic characteristics of the
series could be extracted on the asslli~ption that the
historical record would not be lo~g enough to give mea~i~g-
ful extreme characteristics. ihe siw~ation model indicates,
however, that within the 33 year historical record the
,~orst 100 year drou;ht has already been experienced.
Ai·Jir:.i and Ho:-:ol~a:r,e Sectors of the Kotala I;itch Syste::l
The Phase II report described and discussed the enviror:.-
mental setting and characteristics of flow of the Awini and
Honokane r;ui sectors of the Kohala Ditch SysteQ, which account
for practically all of the flow at Gage 7510, and concluded
that the collection efficiency of these sectors, thou~h
quite good, could be enhanced to some extent. Of the ~easured
average flow of 27 ngd at Gage 7510, between 24 and 25 mgd
are derived froQ the AVlini and Honoka;le l';ui sectors anG
the remainder from ':=;ast and ~:est nonokane Iki (1 to 2 l:lgd)
and c.:est Honokane l·:ui and Pololu (about 1 mgd).
The .4.\'iir:.i sector, wh;)se flow hael been ::leasured at
Gage 7430, exte:rlds from :2;o:;st lionoka::e Iki eastv:ard to the
right 'cranch, wj,ich is the !':lain ste::, of ',:aikaloa Stream
and collects Dater from 16 streams, ~he largest of ~lhich,
Ohiahuea, has a drainage area of 1.55 sq. ~iles and the
smallest a draina;e area of .03 sq. ~he lOL6 term avera~6
flow neasured at 7'4JC ':.'as 11.7 n,:sa., ~ut the total 2verage
natu..ral ru:-:off of trle 1:J stres.I:""S 2t ~h.e t;";'1':..:-_e1 e1eveti.oL
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is estima-ced at 45 mgd. The ;~le3sured f101l1 se~ms srna1l in
comparison vlith the ~atura1 ruroff, but the i~ability of
the system to collect all of the water is a result of the
high instantaneous flow rates of the streans whict can be
acco::l!llodated by neither the intake nor transoission struc-
tures. The trans~ission tlL."1nel is absolutely lirJitin;; its
apparent maximum flow capacity is approximately 35 ~gd.
Nevertheless, the evaluation in the Phase II ?eport indi-
cated that an additional average of about 5 mgd could be
handled by the system if improvements, especially to the
intakes and flumes, were made. TIefinement of the initial
analyses suggest this amount is the upper limit. In other
words, more than half the natural Awini drainage could never
be collected by the present system.
The Awini sector has a map length of nine miles and
is traversed by 25 miles of mule trails which require constant
and careful maintenance. It is relevant, therefore, to
ask how much net inflow would be lost to Gage 7510 if a
part or all of A~i~i were abandoned. ~ll of the low flows,
when water is nost desperstely needed by agriculture, would
be lost, but at hisher flows some of the excess direct
surface runoff from Zast :-ionokane rui would make up for Awini
losses, so that the total average loss to Gage 7510 would
not equ2l the average floH at Gage 7430. '"nether profitable
. ., t . , '" - . 1,-1 . . h ,..agrlCUJ. ur9 In tne rI.O~E..L3 rec;::.on COli .~ surVlva ~n tuout .~;·;l:1:.
sector flows can only be 3Lswered by an economic feasibility
study.
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:.Jr:like the !~'/!ini sector, ho:-_ol-::2r:~ :'ui is 3. rel",t:.vely
Ditch intake is situated. The dam is at prese~t filled
"("lith alluviu:n ar.d a portion of the strea:1'l water, Hhieh
othervvise would drain to the intake, escapes over the
parapet. The 3ast Honokane Nui base flow, the spillage
from high level dike ,compartments, amou.r:ts to 9 - 10 r:1gd,
about 37~ of the average flow at Gage 7510. This base flow
is fixed and probably never goes below 9 mgd. An additional
component of approximately 3 mgd of direct runoff from
the stream reaches the intake, which means that 48,; of the
average at 7510 is East Honokane fui water. There is no
question that East Honokane Nui is the heart of the Kohala
Ditch System; without its reliable base flow no agriculture
is possible. It is fortunate that this sector is in the
mid-portion of the collection and transmission system and
that its upkeep is relatively ~ncomplicated. Its base
flol,'1 alone justifies its reter.tion for whatever uses are
made of the Kohala lar.ds.
East Honokane Nui Canyon also holds promise for the
development of high level water stored between dikes. fe
per:nent ne\.'l sources are underdeveloped, :.lnless the Kehena
Ditch flows are diverted to the canyon, but stored water
could be exploited by horizontal ~rilling and its ~ith-
drawal progra~iled.
the surface water resources collected by the Ji":ch System,
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analyses 20llov1 ;·rhich deal \'ii th:
1. Enh3TICenent of flows fr02 the Awini sector
2. Enhancement of flows from 3ast HD~okane ~~i
3. 3valuation of the combined Ai·Jici - :=ast Eonokar:e ~:ui
flows to the Ditch
4. ~et losses to the systeT. by abandonment of all or
portions of Awini
Evaluat::'or
To exhi~it the characteristics of flow at the elevation
of the transmission tunnel, the Awini sector is treated
as a single entity in which all elements of the system are
working at their design level. The intakes are assumed to
be able to accept all flow from the streams at all times
so that the constraints on flow volume lie only with the
transmission structures.
Recorded daily flow rates from 5 streams (Kukui, Paopao,
Punalulu, ';[aiaalala, and Kair.1U) to the east of the Awini
sector are utilized by direct linear correlation to yield
probabilistic and average natural flow values for the Awini
streams. The correlation is considered reasoTI2cle because
the drainage basins of both stream regions have similar
geology, geomorphology, vegetative cover, and rainfall
amount and distric:ltion. Obviously the correlation cannot
be exact, but it provides the only opportunity to evaluate
in a quantitative Danner the characteristics of the Awini
streallls.
':2he duration curve 0f natural flovJ, derived by the
_46-
correlation discussed above, for the Awirri sector ~s a
whole and or. a ~r.it sq~~re mile :asis is given in figure 1.
In figure 2 the relationship betwee~ flow a~d the percentage
of total flow volume over ti~e cOutributed by all flows
equal to or less thar. a ~iven flow is plotted on both a
regional and a unit square mile bssis. 3y employing the
flow duration and volune duratior. curves, the £'101'/ character-
istics of a diversion systeI:1 of limited capacity can be
calculated.
The standard method of reporting stream flow measurements
is in the form of the average daily volume of water passing
a stream section. This daily volume is the integral of all
flow types -- ascending, maximum, descending, base and
minimum flows. It is a single value which gives no inform-
ation on the variety of flo\'IS \"Jhich may occur during the
day. This deficiency is particularly relevant in the analysis
of a diversion system in which the capacity constraint may
be exceeded or not reached by numerous flows during a single
day. Uithout a cortinuous record of instantaneous flows
the theoretical chGr3cteristics of a diversion system can
only be estimated. ~he use of daily flows in the derivation
of the yields of the ~wini sector gives a first approxiI:1~ti0n
of expectable flows, skewed somewhat to a higher th~r.
attainable level because tne volu~e of inst~ntar.eous flews
which are gre3ter tha~ t~e jiversio~ c5?aci~y o~ tl:e system
are not accoLUlted for ir: t.he cooplltatior.s \"il1ere the daily
flow value totals less than the c:.iversion capacity. hOi,;2Ver,
the transmission constrairlt on th8 Awini syste:n (approx. 35 D1.gd)
- 47-
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is suc11 th3.t the 2pproximatio.:J.s der-ived fI'Dlli daily flews are
Lot wLreasonacls. ~hese 2.ppr8ximatio~s sho~ld be considered
the upper li~it3 of hypothetical flows which woul~ pass Gage
7430 if the system were constrained only by the size of
the transmissio~ works. A~ i~itial analysis usin~ daily
flows was given in the ?hase II Report; more refined analyses
follo.'Io
Figure 2 (volume duration curve) gives the fraction, a,
of the total Awini flow which is accounted for by all flows,
Q . less than
" '
for all flov/s
(1) Q~L.f ~
-in which Q. is
a given flow,a r 0 The average flo,:;v,CtLLp ,
les~ than Qr is given by:
tJ.. Q
-t~.Lf
the recorded average daily flow of the stream
and 1: ~Lr is the fract ion of time in which t.he Q l are less
than Qt' 0 Similarly, the average flow, Q ~>f ' for all flo'ws
greater than Qr is: _
( 2) Q ~ > r::: ( I - a. )Q
-t~ >r
in which-t:~?f'is the fraction of time in ','ihich the Q~ are
greater than Qp 0 If the stream flows are collected by a
diversion system of limitir:g capacity,Qc.' then forQ~<. Qc.
the average flow 13 the same as i~ (1) a~ove with a teing
the fractio~ of the tot~l volume outflow yielded by ~~ < G<~
and 1: i.4C c the fraetioJ'l of tj.se in 1,-lhieh these floVIs oceur:
(J) 6· L,- = ,c;.. Q
to -t:.\..L.C,.
The average flow for those days '..-rhen the Q~ exceed Q~ is
eoual to Q
• c..
(4) Q ~ ?"c 0::. Qc..
-4E:-
Therefore, the average flow of the constrai~ed civersior,
system)a~, over 2 perioo of time is:
(5 ) Qc.. = ~~L..c.. Q:... Le-.
-+ t· '>e.- Qc...L
or:
(6 ) o = a- Q -+ -t. 7C- Qe-....,-
For exa~ple, Q~, the natural average daily flow of the Awini
streams, is 45 mgd, and if the tr3nsmissio~ capa2ity,Q~, of
the syste~ is 35 mgd, from which it follows tr-at a= .22
and -t. ~)'c.. = .28, then: Glc..= (,2.. L) L.Lf£") -t ( ,)~ )CJi;,):=:: I'i. I m.'id
(in the Phase II Report, Qc.. = 20.5 mgd).
The recorded average flow at Gage 7430 is 11.7 mgc, which is
59.4% of the theoretically possible average flow based on
the daily floVi model. The Q",computed above is the upper
limit of theoretical average flows; a more exact model
would have to take into consideration instar,taneous flow rates
which escape being subsumed in the foregoing analysis, and
the theoretical average flow \10uld therefore be smaller than
19.7 mgd.
Equation (6) may also be used to evaluate the relation-
ship between diversion capacity a~c the average flow of the
contrained system. Figure 3 is a graph of average constr~i~ed
flow, Qe:-. ,as a fur:..ction of diversio:-l capa city: Or..... It is
clearly evident that the rate of increase in average flow
decreases as the diversion capacity beco~es lar;er, v!hich
means that at some ?oint t~e wargir.a~ value of the water
I,:oulc: no lOl:ser justify the iJar~il:al C03t of enlar~iE~ the
syste~. ?or instance, doublin~ the transmission capacity
from 35 ~gd to 70 ~gd wo~ld increase average yield by only
-49-
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(THEORETICAL MODEL BASED ON AVERAGE Dt..ILY FLOW)
syste~ is surprisir.y,ly o,timal as it exists
in view of the paucity of data available at the ti~8 it
century.
A::. Ir.st~r:ta::.eous Flo~'; :'::>ter:.ts ~ioc.el for the ;\~·lirJ.i Sector
~odel ~sin~ c.aily avera;e flows as the flow anit
does ~ot account for individual peak flows in the tice
cont im,,::,u::l of each c.ay but ratl:er lu.rJ.ps all individual f10'o'l
into t~c single daily floVl volU::le. This lU:Jpe:' I)arailleter nay
be too insensitive to yield accurate information or1 the
theoretically divertable flow by a system with a given
transmission constraint. In using the average daily flow
rate the theoretically divertable flow as determined from
equation (6) is overstated. In figure 4 the theoretical flow
duration curve for the Awini system computed by equation
(6) represents the upper limit of divertable flow through
a transmission system with a capacity constraint of 35 mgd.
The instantaneous flow events model is an attempt to
derive theoretically divertable flows from an evaluation
of flow peaks and their decays in the time continuun. Un-
fortlli~ately no continuous records of flows for the foroerly
gaged streams to the east of Awini are available in Hawaii,
but to simulate the :~\'lini sector stre2QS cor.til:UOUS .:'10;-';
charts for TT (I ...., r""ll: ..J'...rw Gage 16-2000, which r.1eas:.rres £101;./ ir:. tne
;~orth Fork of Kaukonahua Stream on Oahu, have been used.
This streen basin nas ~any sinilarities to the Awini basins;
both drain a high ra.infall :::lour:tairJ.ous basalt terrane still
in its :12tural state. Ga~e 2000 dre.:'r:s ar; srea of 1.3 sq. illi.
a~d stows a lo~~ tern average flow o~ 10.S equi"fla.len~
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Daily flow traces of Gage 2000 for the water year
f'alll""'" .,.
... "'- ~6
\'vere
li~{ib
exa:::ined ar:.d
"('lere ::loted.
all eveLts
.r.. total of
sho~i~g a rising and
199 fJow events were
identified with pesks,QVraL;ing from a ~aximum of 3500 'f~
(2262 mgd) to a ~inicum of 5 ~f~ (3.2 Mgj). ihe highest
lucped daily average flow was 723
of the flow events peak was 59
(467 :ngd).
, -4. I d'\)0. mg J.
The r:J.edian
The distribution
of the peaks is very nearly 10; norsal, as sho\ID in figure 5
(a continuous straight line wo~ld represent a perfect log
nor~al distribution).
To convert the Gage 2000 flow events data to a log
nornal distribution for the Awini streams a direct linear
correlation usiLg the average unit flows for each basin
was employed. During the 1973 -74 "'Jater year the avere.ge
flo,t;[ at Gage 2000 Has 12.3 mgd, equal to (50 9 rngd/sq. mi.
Because the long term Awini average unit flow is ~iven as
6 mgd/sq. 21. and the Awir,i drainage area is 7.5 sq. mi.,
the Gage 2000 data is transformed to Awini data as follows:
(7) QJ:. (Avlini)== 3.64Q~ (Cage 2000)
Figure 5 includes a plot of tee distribut ion Oi."" floi''; event
peaks of the :'\.wini stream,s as determined fron equation (7).
7he structure of each flow event shoi'ls a rapid, nearly
instantaneous cli~~ to a peax flow, then a ~o~erately steep
decay. Flow volune for any event or class of events can
be co~puted ~y determining the are2 ~nder the ascendin; li2~
and. the area ~-:der the c.~e3ce:lding l~I:lb ~ntil a ::e~; event
starts \litll anot?ler ~.sceLdi~~ li2b, a~d :djiLg them. 2ow-
ever, ascendin; lilll'::.3-?re invariajly Lea::,ly 'iertic31 so that
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the volu~es are very much s~aller than those dete~mined
for desce:-_din~ 1i:n'.Js} .::lEd tl1erefore to :l:.ke ::'he e.ne.lyses
tracta~le, :.scending limb voluwes are ignored.
~he flow rate on the decay liffi~ of eacll event may be
expressed as follows:
. h" f'\. fl . .... . .... . ..J- - ~t t' .... - +- .c>In Vi lcn",lS Ovl rar.e av any vlme,.A- ,~~ er ne SlJarv o~
decay from peak flovl rate, OJ. , and 1r is the decay constant.
~~ analysis of 16 decay li~bs over a range of flows for
Gage 2000 gave values of the decay constant,~,ranging from
2.57 to 4.41, uith a mean value of 3.37, which is used in
further calculations. If the 199 events are assumed to be
uniformly spaced in the time continuum, each event decays
over 1.83 days from peak flow to the next peak flow. Again,
to make the problem tractable, it is assumed the 199 events
are uniformly speced.
From equation (8) and the flow model described above,
outflow volumes of the diversion system can be computed.
The volume of flow, Vt.. ,from t = 0 to x:- = i:.,is:
(9)V:h =~. (1 -~~f (-.,l;-;t.))
aIld the vollli":1e of flow, V-t. ,from.-t: = 0 to *- =c) is:
l:..
(lO)V~~ % (1 --'-~r(-JrA.J)
Therefore, the divertable 'Tollli":le of floH, is:
(11) Vc = 7-{.. - '"-t'- + Qc...-{<-
and
(12) 'J =.J.. rQ Lk-v OJ +1)\- Q~ L~f (-J-;C.-)J .
c .J.r e Co 6t~
The above holds true only for the following conditior.s:
Q-x.. :7 Qc....
o L .;t.-c- L.;C.
If (}>..<. Q(... , then:
(13) Vc ==- ~ ( (- ~;ocr C- ,e. ;t ) )
v = Q
c '-
The theoretic311y obtainable flow for each frequency
class (percentile range) can be co~puted by taking the ~l
as given in figure 5 and applying (12), (13), or (14). The
sum of the diversions for each class when divided by 365
yields the average theoretically possible diversion flow.
Table 13 su~narizes the relevant data and calculations
for the Avlini system for which a transmission capacity
constraint of 35 m~d is assumed.
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Table 13
Flow events model, Awini System. Transmission
Capacity 35 mgd. (flow values in mg or mgd)
Percentile Inst. Flow Diverted volume No. events
V\ Vc.. i
Daily Flo\V'
Range Or Ye.. Y\ Ve-!l.S]
100-95 12 3.6 10 36 1.97
95-90 19 5.6 10 56 3.06
90-GO 35 10.4 20 20$ 5.68
~30-70 52 14.5 20 290 7.92
70-60 82 19.2 20 384 10.5
GO-50 118 22.9 20 458 12.5
)0-40 165 26.4 20 528 14.h
hO-30 235 30.0 20 600 16.lr
30-20 353 34.2 20 681~ 1£1. 7
20-10 635 40.1 20 802 21.9
10- 5 1412 47.9 10 479 26.2
r- 2 3529 56.1 6 337 30.7)-
') 1 ·5(";\2 59.9 2 120 32.8f •• - uu
1- 0 8235 62.0 2 124 33.9
Total 5106
Av. 5106/365=14.0 mgd
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In the above the co~p~ted theoreticol average Qiverted
~l . , 4 ri ,. h . , f- . t 1 ~lI ow lS ~ mg~, WillC. compE~es wltn vhe ac~ua_ average I ow
at Gage 7430 of 11.7 mgd. 'Ille instantaneous events model thus
gives a value within 2.5 mgd of the actual while the model
employing lumped daily flo,~s gives a theoretical average 8 mgd
greater than the actual.
The average value of 14 mgd is the lower li~it of the
theoretically divert able flow of the Awini sector and the
daily flow model averege of 19.7 mgd is the high li~it. It
is manifest that the flashy nature of the streams, coupled
with the limited transmission capacity, restricts the system
to a potential averase yield of between 14 and 20 mgd,
probably closer to 14 than to 20. The synthetic flow duration
curve for the instantaneous events model is plotted in
figure 4 and shows that at flows below the median the
potential increase over actual flows is about 3 mgd. Thus
at the 70 percentile, actual diverted flow is 7 mgd, but
potentially it should be between 9 and 10 mgd. This is
not a great increase although it ,·;ould occur when water
was most needed.
The components of the Awini system are easily disrupted
by high turbulent flows which carry bed load and trash to
the intakes and into the transmission tur-nels. Trash and
bed load quickly clog the intakes, especially where the
collection pools are filled with sedi~ent, as ~ost are now.
~ithout reg~Er maintenance, neither the flows recorded
during the period of stable plaf:tation activity nor the
-55-
theore~. iC21 ;Joter.t i21s deri'Ted above could '~e r.:a inta ined..
In the Phase II report lo~ flows of the ~wini sector
at Gage 7430 \'Jere correlated vdth low flows at Gage 7510
to provide equations froD which the 3roundwater flow anG
the direct surface rU::J.off of ':=ast i:ol'.ok2.ne r:ui could be
determined. From the low flow data, an extrapolation to
the average direct surface runoff of 2ast donokane ~:ui ,·.;as
made, but flow from '.Fest rtor"okar:e ::ui \'Jas neglected bec:;''..lse
it was assuned that no intake was connected with the tunnel
from the stream. However, during subsequer:t field \'lork
the ditchnen stated that water cascades into the tunnel
at the base of a waterfall on the stream. The average direct
surface runoff of 13.8 mgd for East lionokane ~ui computed
in Phase II is therefore wrong by 5.2 mgd, which is
assignable to Uest Honokane Iki; the corrected value is
8.6 mgd.
The correlation equation and its extension to aV2r2~e
natural flows is as follows (values in r~d):
C' '7
:;;. I
T h" Q '+'1 t"""" '7~' r. Q "'1 t""
.....n vr lcn 7~10 lS ~ 0;'1 a 1...:26e ,. ).l\...', 7 1'30 lS :. Oli EiJage
,) I~
7430, and 9.7 is base flm'1 of ~ast Eonokane rui Stream.
Lettinz O. '::;e the su:n of the average c:atural flo\·;s of ',,'est
-.J \,.
I:o[lokane 1ki (5. ? ')_ mga ,
Eor:oksne ::'.1i and ?olol'..( {O.5 . \!'1gc. j , the::. equation (1 )
',...;ay:
in \'Thieh S is t::e avera:;e r:.at:J.!'2.l direct s:J.rface r:J.noff of
East EOEokane i"ui, to giiTe:
because the average natural flovi of the A',lini sector is 45
mgcI.
Thus:
which is the average natural direct s:J.rface runoff of East
HO!loka:::e ITui and does not incL.lde either the base ground-
water flow or the drainage which is pirated by the Kehena
Ditch at the southern limit of the Honokane Eui drainage
basin. If the Kehena Ditch were not interceptir~ Honokane
frui's water, the total avera~e natural surfacs runoff would
be (8.6 mgd + 7.4 mgd) = 16.0 ~~d.
The total average flow of =ast Honokane Pui reaching
the dam of the lohala Ditch intake is:
+ $.6 = It.3 ~sd
but not all of t:12 flO1-l enters t~~e di teL becc.use of losses
due to overflovl at the da::n durin.s hi,;): i::star;t:?::eous strea::
fl0':7s.
2.5 illgd, -.:hie::' Fhen adde(~ to Ga~e 7430 giyes (11.7 + 2.5)
- 14 2 '-~rl
- I.. 1••6 ........ Since the average flow at Gage 7510 is 27 rugd,
the aver2ge contri'.::utio~:. from ~e.st EonokaLe is
(2 " ., 4 ?)- 12 _. ~_.-!/-..L,. ._ - _ • '''''; .u.,'::;'-..i... Gf this contri~uti~n,·9.7 ~gd is tase
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of 3.1 mgd, which :..s 5.5 rugd less than t.ne a-verage total direct
surface ru.,.,:off.
A portion of this 5.5 wgd which spills over the dam
would go to the iritake if the :~~drli system 'iiere blocked
off, but ouch of it would nevertheless be lost during high
stream stages. In an attempt to determine the proportion
of the 5.5 sgd which itiould replace lost :~\lini w;.ter, computer
simulations \Vere rur. using the insta:-.taneous flow events
model described in the section deali~g with the Awini system
and a Kohala Ditch tu~nel capacity of 70 mgd. The model
giving the best fit to the average natural flow of East
Honokane Hui C,Iodel Q= Ib.l; ~~ • (5) 'r= 18.3 rnzd) yielded
a tunnel input of 13.9 mgd, a gain of 1.1 mgd mgd over the
computed actual contribution of 12.8 mgd \vhen A\'1ini also
flows to the intake. The synthetic flow duration curve
for the simulation model, adjusted to include '.Jest Honokane
Nui but ignoring Pololu stream because its contribution is
small, is given in figure 8.
ConsequeLces of losi~g all or DOTtiODS of the Awini
Sector flow2
The :r:ature ci' stream flow in the AHini sector is highly
variable, the flow in each stream ranging \1ith~n a period of
a fe\'1 days from r..ear zero flow to hundreds of ragd and in
the entire drainage area from near zero to thousands of mgd.
Contributions of streams to the tr2Lsnission syste8 at any
!':1ooent depend on the voluwe of floVI alreadT_in the system
at the intai·:es; if the tu.:-:nel is full, fLY~i .:"'rom all streams
down .;rac.ient ...·Iill be lost. 7he tU7'.r:.eJ.. cap2city 2r.C ir:takes
lim.it the fraction of total natural r~I'~in:3.se i'ifl:'cr-: could
be captured. In dry periods cost stream flow is collected
except 1;Jhen intakes are clogged, but vInen the total of all
streams is greater than 35 =;d trie surpl~s spills away to the
see.•
Instantaneous flows are log-r:.ormal distributed and the
likely preser:ce of other nor:-linearities iu the set of
flow characteristics means that contri~ution from particular
streams or groups of streams are not a simple linear propor-
tion of total flow. Zxcept at low flow wuch of the total
drainage basin is non-contributory to output at Gage 7430,
yet the non-contributory streams would fill the tunnel if
others "rere blocked out. An analysis of the natural flow
duration curves for each stream, constructed by correlation
with the streams to the east of Awini (see Phase II Report),
indicate that, were proper flumes installed, for 60;6 of the
time no flow from the streams between Cage 7430 and Ohiahuea
could enter the tur:nel because the total of the flo\'/s of
Ohiahuea, rakooko, Ka:1010~:-:li, :,'aiapul<:a, and -"aik01a v;ould
exceed 35 ~gd. That this is r:ot cor:temporarily the actual
situation, ho\,yever, ::'s the res'Jlt of ti.18 flume across Jniu
gulch having been replaced by two 10 inch pipes. 7hus very
little water sets into the system from beyor:.d Jniu; most of
it is obtained from Hor:.opue west~ard to the ;age.
To eval:.:ate the effects of a'.:,a:-.G.oi,ir;.; all or portions of
the f\ •• .:'.1;vl.nl. sec"Cor
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synthetic flow duration curves of tur_nel transoission '>'lere
computed lisin; the flow ever~ts ;,lodel aEd a tunnel capacity
of 35 ngd. Sy:!ttetic C1Lrves were compllted for 2ast and
~est Honokane Iki alone, ~age 7430, Gage 7430 plus East
and :~st Honokane Iki, and the stretch from ionokane Iki
to Honopue, including 2ast and ".:est Eonokar:e 1ki, -Jaipahi,
the left, second right and first right branch of Honokea,
Kailikaula, the left branch of Honopue, and the first right
branch of Honopue (a high waterfall). These curves are
plotted in figure 7, and in figure 6 for comparison are
plotted the actual flow duration curves of Gage 7430 and of
Gage 7455, which includes Zast and l:Jest Honokane Iki and 7430.
The fits are good, as outlined earlier, with the synthetic
curves 1 - 2 mgd higher because optimal intake conditions
are assll.J1ed.
The synthetic flow duration curves in figure 7 show that
if all of the A,rini sector were abandoned and only-East and
West Honokane Iki 1'lent into the tU::J.nel the loss in volume
would be substantial, but that if the stretch from rtonokane
Iki to Honopue were kept ~iliile Eonopue to ~akaloa, the Dore
distant and difficult par~ of the Awini sector, were abandoned
the loss in flow to the discharze to .bast Hor:okarce rui vTOuld
be 2 - 3 mgd at all percentile levels. Table 14 s~arizes
compllted cata for the ]0, 50, 70 and 90 percentiles for
various synthetic flow duration c02~i~ations and for the
actual flow duration curves at Gaze 7430 and Gage 7455.
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AWINI SYSTEM: SYNTHETIC FLOW- DURATION CURVES
Table 14
Percentile flows (mgd) for portions of and all of the Awini sector
Percentiles
3ynthetic curves 30 50 70 90
~ 11 and \1. lIonol~Dne 1ki 8.8 4.5 2.3 0.9L. •
Gage 7430 17 14 9 4.h
Cage 7455:
,
and 1 T Honokane Iki.u. ". plus Gage 7430 18 14 10 5.0
i.j • and 11 lIollolcnne 1ki1/ •
to IIonopuG 16 11 7 3.0
Actu.[11 curves
G80e 7430 16 12 7 2.4
Cage 7lt55 17 13 [3 h.O
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~. ,...t. ~ 1rlgure c g~ves the actua flo;:;' dure.tiorl curve at Gage
7510 and the sy~t~etic flow duration cu~ve, c02puted from
the :'low events :r-:1odel, of -::he ~ast and .;est ;::)T,-o~~a.ne :~ui
co~tri~utior1S to Xohala Jitch with the Awini sector and
Honolcane rei inputs bloclc:ed ou-::. -:2his wodel preSUI:les tot~l
abandonment of the collection and transsissioL system to
the east of =ast Eor:okane :~ui can:ror-.. CO:-:1parisor:s at the
30) 50, 70 and 90 percel'ltiles are as follol,¥s:
Table 15
Percentile. Flows ir. ~gd.
30 50 70 90
Gage 7510 (actual) 30 26 20 13
E. and ~!. Ho~okane ?~ui
(synthetic) IS 14 12 10
Difference 12 12 8 3
At 101'1 flo\'IS the absolute loss vTould be about 25;i, but this
is 1,'lhen "later, no matter ho\'1 small a quantity, is nost needed.
In the rnid-perce::tile ranges the loss 't'lOuld be about 12 mgd,
uhile at the very low percentile ra~ges very little loss
'-1ould occur.
Clearly the sInall vo.Lur:e of ~'Jater suppliec. by 1."i·;L':i in
sources S·J.C~-l as -:;rO\lr:o.l-;ater and ~E:ter froJ:l arti..:icial or
::igh level dike stora;e. But if :~-'t.':Lr:i ,::ere aDa:".LdoLec., for
about 60.-~ of the -::i:Je:::'2..:e 7510 '.-:o<..l.ld be :;)Utti::-:~ out a??roxi-
!'!lately 10 mgd less th3:--'. it did durin,; the period betweer:. 1922
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ar..d 1960. 11ith only .~2S·~
ar..d '.Test l-10:101;:a:18 :"ui on stre2Q it Foulci 1:;8 11+ :.l6d, ~ loss of
13 mgd. '.later from ::0:101:a:::e Fui
Ilould only nake '-.tp about one mgd of the lost supply of A\!ini
and East and :~st Eor:okar..e Iki.
It sho~ld be ~oted that conclusioYls
are derived from correlation and simulation ~lodels so that
the nQJerical values presented cannot pretend to be precise.
However, they do establish good appro~imations to flo~
expectations under differe~t circumstances of collection
and transmission.
The Phase II report described and analyzed data available
for Koelling Tunnel, ~'Jhich peEetrates high level dike NateI'
at the head of East Honokane Nui Canyon. A more refined
analysis 'lfJas subsequently made as a result of uhi8h the
value of the recession constant was cha~ged from .00075 to
.00123 and the initial storage flow from 6.6 nGd to 4.6 ngd.
Although initial storage was co~pletely Grained more
than 20 years ago, addit:"onal high level st.G:'2:;e e::ists
bet\'."eer. strea:n level a:1d the tu..."1Eel '2r:t:'ar:.ce ovsr a vertical
distance of 170 feet. ':cess to t~e ~e3d of th2 c~~;or:. a~
stream level is very d:"ffic~t, b~t the v~lue of 2 :,eliable
vo1:.::.::e of water \;."hos8 output is co::-:.trollable may at. sooe time
justify a horizcr:tal test .:inc. develop:::ent ~·!ell. -=-:le failure
to strike 11igh level 112-cer lO"<'leriovm in ~he c.s:'yon ',Ji ::;Ll a
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significa~~ly sbove strec~ level 2Y~ restrictec to the
up?er reaches of the ca~y~~.
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• .L • , t t ' .~, 1- n • 1 1 . 1 .. 1 •crl~~ca~ 0 ~e ~o~a a ~~tcn SUPP y, partlcu ar~7 ~url~g
periods of deficient. ra ir-fall. In cor:jur.ctior: '.'Iith the
exploratio~ progra~ a~d search for adequate storage,
certain potential sources of water in Honokane and Awini were
evaluated for their value as a supply and for co~struct-
ion and operational feasibility. These following eval-
uations have been made with the purpose of removing
doubt as to feasibility and to clearly doctL'7lent basic
criteria for analysis.
Following the completion of the Awini field trip in
February, much consideration was given to the reco~'7lendations
of improvements to the existing ditch system. It ~as
evident before the field trip and confirmed by field
obser;ations that any construction in the Awini Section
would be relatively very costly compared to urban and
rural construction. It was felt ~realistic to estiillate
costs based on high current conventional construction prices.
These prices should reflect the high risk fact0rs found
here due to safety, weather, and logistics. It should be
reiterated that 17 lives have been lost in the construct-
iOE and mainte::a:lca of tl:e ditch. Present cO:J.struction
costs for similar ditch tunnels are in the rSllge of ;;300
to 050e per lineal foot. 7his is ::ot to say that construc~-
ion of imrrovements are ~ot feaSible.
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It is recorrt1Jencied
that the costs of any proposed ditch improvements be
initially estimated cr:. the following basis:
I} \illere possible, the preser.t reduced organization of
the Y.ohala Ditch Company be reir~orced and cor:.~ir:.ue
the maintenance and operation as well as improveoents
and repairs to the existing system. Up to the presert,
the company has had the benefit of manpower avail-
ability from Kohala Corporation sugar plantation when
needed for construction and repair of the ditch
structures. For the future, it appears that the
ditch company would still be better able to operate
the system and find manpower from farming operations
in the area ~or its needs. In our findings, util-
ization of the company's familiarity and accumulated
experience with the system, and complemented with
technical engineering assistance as necessary from
government and private sources, vlould be the best
approach. Concerns over adequate mair:.tenance of the
very remote, and inaccessible, ~ot to mention daDgerous,
intake-tunnel-ditch sjrstem by an untried operator
would be lesser:ed. There are also the OSHA. act require-
mer:ts which need to be complied with.
llith the phasing out of sugar cultivation, tnere
is a question of ar:.y increased water demand in the initial
stages of conversion to other crops or activities. Cor:.-
sequently, ~here is no~ only a lead time for improveoents
to ~he ditch systew bu~ also a questioL of need O~ e~~ent
of improveQe~ts currently. ( pnowever,
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there is a vital
current need for further explorir:g arid reporting findir:.gs
of the possible l!laxi~um capability. 'reis is for furnishing
irrigation water especially dill'ing drought periods and,
equally important, for the maximu~ future agricultural
development of North Kohala.)
Costs can be better estimated a~d capital outlays
reco~~ended after the setup of the Kohala Ditch Company
for the future is determined. Work to be done can then
be evaluated on the basis of whether it is to be performed
"in-house n or by contractual basis. On an Tlin-house TT
basis, cost of labor, materials and equipment as well as
overhead may be calculated after wage schedules, allowances
for board and subsistence, etc. are established and made
known. Costs of improvements and repairs can then be
estimated ~ore closely.
It may be pertinent to relate here that under this
phase of consultant services, dependence was made heavily
of such current conveniences as radio telephones and
helicopters for co~~unication and transportation respec-
tively in the exploratory drilling work. Otherwise, this
would have had to be accomplished with the use of the few
remaining aged mules over the wir.ding trails. ',{hile these
modern services cost more, there was considerable time-
savings as well as improved communication which resulted
in overall efficiency.
2) \llien putting out improvements projects to bid and by
contract J the usual p:rocedures.;oYern. nO....Jever, in
addition, it becomes necessary to escort and guide
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the interested bidd9rs to the site" of the projects.
Depending on the water demand and c0nsequent level of
operation and maintenance required, the following recorr~nend­
ations are made:
1) If, due to demand, the Awini 3ection is not presently
needed but may be needed in the future, it is
advisable to do the following:
a) Sluice all the intakes, flumes, and especially
the tunnels.
b) Close up the intakes, flume inlets, provide
drain openings for the flume oQtlets, and close
off all the adits from public access.
In this manner, the ditch system can be reactivated
with the minimQ~ of cost by minimizing the interim
damage to the system.
2) If the Awini system is necessary at its present
improvement level, it is advisable to:
a) Sluice all structures as listed above.
b) Clean out all alluvium and bed load behind
the intake dam structures routirlely.
3) If the water demand justifies upgrading the Awini
system, the following projects should be evaluated
in relation to meet the vlater demar:d and the le7"'21
of operation and maintenance that goes with it.
a) Replace ~he Oniu pipe fllli~es with 60" diameter
half section metal flumes.
b) Reconstruct adits or close off adits to eliminate
-6S
them as co~straints ~o the capacity of tbe
twmelse
c) Znlarge intake openings where its existin;
capacity does not catch the level of flow
desired. Also, the intake location and
design should consider reducing the level
of maintenance by making the structure self-
cleaning of debris and reduce the bedload
build-up at the entrance.
d) Wbere feasible construct sediment traps upstream
where bedrock and area is available relatively
close to intake structure. In this way
alluvium and debris will be minimized at the
intakes.
e) Improve safety of trails to intake and flumes
where possible. Providing a handrail steel
cable anchored to the canyon walls would be
a marked improvement.
f) Provide permanent radio con~unication systems
if safety req:..l.irements or ditch and trail
operations necessitate
Awini Penstock
.....
). oJ •
The Awini penstock system, which includes pUffi?houses
containing tV10 centrifugal pUUlpS (PUr:1P Iro. 1 and no. 2) J
together 1tJith tur:nels, ditches, intakes and pipelines
that were initially constructed in 1918 and lS19 to pick
up additional water bslow the main Kohala ditch. The pen-
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stock utilized the water flow and energy head from the
Awini section by Konala intake darn to recover Hor-okane IJui
stream water below the Kohala intake dam. This system
was continually upgraded over the years. In 1967, Kohala
Corporation replaced the PlL"TIP No. I 'tlith a new ',:orthin:;ton
Hodel CT- 5 p:lr.1p modified as follo~'Js (See Bowles, Kohala
Phase I Report):
~~~p suction flow,
1$50 G~~ Turbine flow,
SOO GPT·: Total pump head
115 Ft. Turbine supply pressure
300 p. s • i . g •
Pump speed 2600 R. P. r·1.
This system was abandoned as the Kohala Ditch COwpany
reduced their level of operation and maintenance. From
interviews with the Ditch Company personnel, it was learned
that the operation required a pump man full time to check
the pumps and keep the intakes clear.
The lower ~cl~p (ro. 2) operation has long been aban-
doned. This system ~ould have to be replaced rather than
be rehabilitated. Consideration of complete replacement
must be weighed with the alternative of developin; new
water sources.
~J.mp ~:o. 1, consisting of a relatively ns'", p~p should
be considered for rehabilitation based on its condition
which was visible on field inspection. A preliwinary cost
• ., '!" 'r' ·..·10 0.,''1 'est:l.::nate to repalr tne systes 'lD-[l:)USS' lS c:, ,0Vv) aSSllil1l:lg
minor repairs to intake and piping systens. The consider-
ation to utilize this exist inc:; syste.:n should '.:Ie based on
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the following:
1) Kohala Ditc~ Co~pany has to be operated at a
higher level in EO:1okane I,;ui (2ast Branch) ',:ith enough
facilities to operate and maintai~ so t~at the cost could
be prorated over the numerous facilities and the quar.tity
of water delivered from Honokane ~Tui would justify such
additional costs.
2) No major repairs to the penstock facility were
considered. Penstock replacement, estimating roughly,
with current construction cost of 6- inch pipe installed
at $40 per linear foot, the cost of 1,900 linear feet
would be around ~76,OOO.
Hydropower ITom Sproat Falls
It was decided to consider the feasibility of
generating hydropower from the existing falls (referred
to as Sproat Falls) located approximately 2,400 feet above
Awini Falls and the Kohala main intake. The base of this
falls is the location of the exploratory horizontal drill
hole.
The flow of the falls was measured by Bowles 2nd
Akinaka by the sharp edge V-notch weir method and found
to be approximately .25 rngd. This fl01>/ has teen visually
obser~ed to be fairly constant throughout the period of
our e~ploration.
7he hydropower model would consist of dive~tin6 the
water froo the falls, t~e top of which is about 500 feet
above the Eono~(ane :,'ui canyon floor) into a pi?8 int(ike
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at its source. 3y anchoring a 6-inch pipe penstock to the
canyon wall, its energy would be transmitted to the
approximate location of the vertical exploratory test hole
along the opposite canyon wall and power a pump which would
discharge into the stream thence the main Kohala ditch
intake. The power mi6ht be used directly to operate a
hydraulic centrifugal pump or converted to elect~icity to
operate a deep well turbine or submersible pump. ~ .rcpprox~-
mately 20 horsepo",er would be available on utilizing this
energy source. The tailwater would discharge back in the
stream for diversion do"m the valley.
Based on the specific capacity of the vertical explo-
ration hole, a hydraulic centrifugal pump does not appear
feasible as the drawdown would be in excess of 20 feet
at 100 gpm. In order to be a significant overall water
contribution, the pumping rate of a deep well should be
700 gpm (1 mgd) or greater. About 60 Bhp would be r.eeded
to pump 700 gpm from a 1<lell in the high level aql.lifer at
this location. Because only 20 hp might be generated from
sproat Falls, it would not be feasible to use the potential
energy for p~~ping.
The most effective use of the Sproat Falls hydropower
would appear to be for supporting an operations camp or
control systems for pumping operations in the area. A
rough estimate for instclling a per-stock would be ~60,OOO.
Feasibilitv 01' Pu.;::.r;ed \'.~el i 3
Vertical exploration during Phase ~II has conclusively
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indicated the presence of high level grou~dwater lyi~~
beneath the stream in the vici~ity o~ Sproat 7alls as
reported earlier. Afialysis of stream flow probabilities
during tile Phase r:: i',Tork and as contained in this report
clearly demonstrat<:;s the need for high level storage espe-
cially in Honokane Nui. The major effor't of the Kohala
water Plan has been to determine the most feasible ~eans
of developing additional water for augmenting dry weather
flows of the Kohala ditch.
Pumping water from storage is one means of ga~n~ng flow
stability in the ditch. Development of major groundwater
storage in Honokane could ultimately result in a reduction
or possibly eliminate the need of operating and maintaining
the Awini section. At present the demand for irrigation
water in Kohala proper does not warrant anything more than
a maintenance of existing ditch facilities. As demand
approaches the useage levels similar to those of the
full sugar operation, the need for stable dry weather
flow :dll recur. Development of about 1000 mg of stored
water would markedly improve the reliability of low flows
(see sect ion or.. sto:~age analysis). Low lilt pW:lpirlg irl
Honokane could be ~sed to develop s~ch storage, however,
an external energy source ~·l0'_;.ld be needed.
Yne exploration well was drilled and tested in order
to deterr1~ne the feasibility of pUJnped wells in E(mok2.r~e.
Figure B is a graphic analysis of tile aquifer test performed
on the test well. EaseQ on this d~ta~ ?erformance of 2.
hypothetical well was evaluated to determine the potential
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developnent. Sho~m belo"l is a capital aEd operat in; cost
analysis for a well of this type vrith assu.r.ned yield and
diI:ler.sions:
Capital Inprove~ent Cost
1) Deepi"lell 12: t casi!lg; and appurte!lances: ,;30,000
2) Deepi'!ell pump (700 gp:;J.J210 ?DH, 60 EBP,
200 T setting, 8" oil lube) 20,000
Diesel 2ngine (G~·~ 3061.4. 75 HP)
continuous rating selected for this study) 6,000
Right ,~"gle Drive 4,000
2,000
10,000
Concrete and miscellaneous piping
Fuel storage tank (1000 sallon capacity,
sufficient for 1 ...·leek contir:uous operation) 3,000
7) Helicopt~r transportation (assume 40
hours Q 0250.00/hr.
075,000
Annual Operatin3 Cost (Operate 4 months/year)
1) Pu:-:lP Personnel ] 070a.OO/mo. for 12
months 8,400
2) Fuel ;:~600/'.dk x 16 ''leeks 9,600
3 ) Lubricants 300
4) Repair parts 100
5) Helicopter tine ( ?#, hrs/i-lk :{ 16)~ ~:250/hr '0 rco
-- ""
,j". z'-'
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To achieve access to storage of 1000mg, about 10 ",;rells
would be needed. ~;ith the logist ic proble:.ls arld the size
of Honokane valley, particularly above the ditch intake,
this vlould be a diffi.cult achievement. ::e1ls at or just
:nakai of the intake dam are feasible and pumping lifts
of 500 feet or !!lore 8i,:;ht be expected. ;,l1i1'3 tee present
cost of p~~ping iiater to the ditch appears to be prohibitive,
Honokane rTui is the o~ly valley north of \';ai:nanu to cut
deeply into the dike system of the Kohale t~untain. For
this reason, Honokane Eui is a major existing and potential
source of water for }Torth Kohala. Any i'later developed
in Honokane will arrive in the agricultural area at an
elevation of 1000 feet. This provides a great potential
for agriculture in the district.
Test results of the vertical well indicate that the
base flow, rising in upper Honokane, would probably enter
the aquifer by dOiini'lard leakage from the stream res:J.1 t ing
in a smaller net gain in low flow to the ditch. From this
data and the analysis of the flows from A~lni, it ~s
strongly indicated that the most promisi~; stora~e solution
f t ' v '" 1 ,..J ..... ' ~. • , '11' l~ . f' h'or ne l\.O.:..l.a a -..l.~1.J C.1 .l.1.es ~n arl . l.ns or tu:-..r~e ... Hlg or ...~gh
level gravity floYl farther up the valley.
Test drilling by Kohala Plantation and the recent
horizontal and vertical exploration has virt~alll elioi~ated
the prospects of gravi"t] t)rpe developrn.er-.(::, ~l:' close pro:dmity
to the Kohala da~ a~d intake. =xploratio~ farther up the
valley is needed. 3uch explora~io~ s~oalJ Le ~iGited
to horizontal drillh:g into C'r i:rL search cf suitable dike
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struct'..lres storir:g -,,,ater for grClvity release. It is
noted here that the origir:el stoTa;e of the Koel1i~g
tu...'1Lel ~'las in excess of 1000 mg (see Phase II report),
thus such storage can be obtained iL Honokalie. ULfortuLately,
Koelling tu~nel is prooably not situated properly to
be operated for this purpose.
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